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ASWE approach the end of
1977 the earnings of British
workers have fallen below the
average of many other major
‘Western’ industrial powers. A
Mass unemployment continues
with no sign of abating. And
the employers mark up profit
levels which continue to
increase faster than inflation.

You might expect the ruling
class to be tickled pink. No
doubt they do indeed feel a
little glow of optimism. Not
much, however, beyond that.
They know that the present
situation is only the beginning
of a solution to the crisis
favourable to themselves. The
actual output of their
enterprises remains stagnant
and their goods uncompetitive.

ln order to generate new
expansion of their British-based
concerns they still need to push real
wages even lower, or to get us to
produce very much more for the
same wages on existing plant, or to
invest in new high productivity
machines and operational methods.

To cap it all, there is still
dissension from sections of the
working class. The needs of the '
employers are threatened by workers
attempting to recoup their
diminished living standards
through increases in either incomes
or fringe benefits. Occupying the
centre of the stage is the question of
the workers aquiescence. Are there
grounds upon which we can accept
what is happening to us?

The leaders of the Labour Party
who with Liberal party support
continue to occupy all the seats in
the Cabinet, say that there are. They
offer us a deal.

You might remember the deal we
got from them before. It was called
the Social Contract. ln return for
rising unemployment, falling living
standards, hospital closures and
education cuts we got: some food
subsidies, some scraps of toothless
‘employment protection’ legislation
and (god help us!) the Bullock
Report! s

' The new Callaghan-Healey deal
abandons any promise of legislation
to bring about ‘social justice’. lt
involves bringing to the fore a
government strategy which first saw
the light of day with the April 76
budget. A few tax ‘concessions’ are
cast down to us as a sign of good
faith in our intentions and to
indicate that prosperity really is just
around the corner this time. In
return we are to restrict our wage
claims to 10%, on the understanding
that this will-hold down inflation
(given, it is added in a Whisper,
favourable world prices and
exchange rates). The promise is that
take-home pay will, on account of
these measures, rise marginally faster
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prices of their goods to compensate,
taking the wage increases back from
us in the form of price rises. The
problem is, of course, that employers
have been increasing the prices of
goods by more than wages have
increased. According to the retail
price index (which is based on a
commodity range wider than that of
the average working-class shopping
list, and so underestimates the
effect of price rises on the workers),
prices in July 1977 had risen by
17.6% on the level of a year before.
Meanwhile the basic hourly rate had
risen by only 4.7% and average
earnings by only 8.8%. (Average
earnings tend to be misleading too,
as they include all those, who, like
company directors, are on very

than prices for the first time in years. high Salaries N80. they dOh"£
The first thing we notice about take into account the unemployed.

this package is the implication that
it is our wages that cause inflation.

As a result no less than 2/3 of all
workers earn less than “average

initially, the logic of this argument earnings".l
seems faultless: its seems reasonable Evidently something other than
to expect that if we get more wages the cost of labour to the employer
the employers will have to put up has to be taken into account if we
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are to know why prices rise faster labour. They dump and refuse to buy
than wages. Something else is the the labout which is surplus to them.
crucial factor in inflation for us. That They attempt to hold down the price
something is the crisis of profitability of labour, which they do not sell,
upon which capitalism is based. relative to the prices of other goods,
During periods of expansion since which they do sell. There is a battle
before the First World War the for the resources with which to
employers have adopted a policy of restructure industry: government
setting prices at steadily rising levels debts are recalled and government
in order to enable growing profits to expenditure directed more to helping
be made. They have been assured industrial investment.
the realisation of these prices by
systems of credits and later by the S
tactic of economic intervention via y
government expenditure. The Callaghan/Healey deal is at

C heart merely an expression of this. It
um intends to secure the holding down

of wages at their new low levels as a
D1-ll‘il'l9 9616'“ l3@Fi0¢i Oi 6'><lI>ah5i0l'l means of boosting profit margins,

Wages eeo be allowed to keen eeee and switching from consumer goods
[3l'iCB l'iS6S. P6l'lOdiC8ily, 'lIl'lOUgi'l, cgngumption to Capi'[a| gQQd5 _

the @ml3i0VE"’ iihdfi that The D0ii¢Y Oi consumption. The deal in no way
Stimulating the 6¢0h0mV bv money offers back to the working class
FTTEHHS iDl"Ei:':li(S dOWl"l. it iD€COlTl€‘S hard What We have a|re3dy |Q5t' not at

to sell seeds orefiteblv enough The least until the next period of
Employers iheh Seek to reduce the expansion, should it occur. The signs
unit cost of the only commodity not are that things would have to get
marketed by capitalists themselves—- very much worse for us before they
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could get better by these means. The
point is that the reconstruction of
capitalism is always built on our
insecurity, on declines in our
standards of living. This is the
“economic reality“ which Callaghan
and Healey seek simultaneously to
impose on us, and to disguise with
their talk about the national interest
and everyone tightening their belts
etc, BIC.

The use of tax concessions to
sweeten, if ever so slightly, continued
pay restraint, reveals how cunning a
capitalist government can be when it
is on such an offensive.

In the first place we notice how it
can magnanimously announce tax
cuts which in reality only partially
counter the extra tax that has been
levied quietly over the past few
years as inflation has raised the wages
of individuals over successive tax
thresholds. A married man with two
children under 11 would have paid
one tenth of his income in tax in

Continued page 1 2
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THE HEALTH SERVICE has become a focus of publicised but equally determined battles are health care. This has been reflected in an important
militant action by the working class in fighting being fought throughout the country. feature of many of these struggles--_the support
social service cuts. This represents an important step forward for gained from local trade unions outside the health

Massive campaigns have beeniwaged at the EGA the class as it goes beyond the traditional service, from womens groups and community
and Hounsloi/v hospitals to prevent closures. Less limitations of trade unionism by raising the political groups.
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Hospital workers from Tooting Bec take part in the week of action protest in November against health cuts. But are these token protests enough? Photo Mark Rusher (IFL)
T-"T-

Hounslow Hospital was recently i.
raided by the authorities, and
patientsand machinery removed.
However, the occupation continues.

= Most of the jobs that were at
stake have been preserved, as the
occupation committee has
succeeded in getting staff transferred
to other hospitals in the area such as
the West Middlesex. The occupation
committee itself is stayingput in
order to keep up the pressure on the
bureaucrats, who have referred the
‘problem’ of Hounslow to a planning
committee due to report back in
January.

The occupiers are considering a
number of possibilities for further
action and people are always needed
to strengthen the picket lines on the
hospital gates.

For further information ring
01-570 4448.

or_|

The occupations bv Health Service hospitals, 40% of the total, by 1986,
workers at the Hounslow, Elizabeth according to the rem;-ht |\|UPE 3uri,rey_
Garrett Anderson and Plaistow 20,000 beds and 24,000 jobs are for
hospitals show that the Government the chop, and we are told by Ennals,
ls not going to be able to bulldoze the Minister involved, that this
through all its cuts in public ‘reallocation’ is ultimately for our
expenditure without a fight. own good.

However, we should realize that Labour movement militants, sick
our fight back needs to be fiercer to the teeth with the broken promises
.till and more organised before we and betrayals of another reformist
an hope to stem the decimation of period of Labour government, have
he Health Service planned by the been turning on their former leaders
_abour Government. and in a handful of encouraging

London is due to lose 120 examples have taken action into
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their own hands. They've seen that
petitioning MP5 and lobbying
Parliament won't work, and have
realised that direct action is the only
tactic that offers any chance of
success.

The point is that the Labour party
opportunists can see no alternative
but to cater to the needs of
capitalism. Since capitalism is in
crisis the burden for the failings of
the private profit system is being laid
on the public sector, where the
working class is vulnerable and the

But at the moment these struggles
are limited to a few militant sections
of the working class. The class as a
whole remains trapped in the
illusion that health‘ and other social
services cuts are necessary today for
better living standards tomorrow.

There is very little understanding
about the KIND of health service the
workers movement should agitate
for.

Socialists must counter the
established myths about the NHS
that have tied our class to a
reformist acceptance of government
policies with a socialist analysis and
on the basis of this draw up a
strategy that can take the present
campaign forward from being
defensive and limited.

LIBERTARIAN COMMUNIST
offers the following as a contribution
to the discussion we need.

Thegidea of a free and universal
health service is a very old one. It
was suggested in 1920 by members
of the medil and state
establishments in response to the
chaotic way health care was
organised.

Bodies allied to the labour
movement, such as the Sochlist
Medical Association, argued for
reforms to provide a national service.
This was echoed by a minority
within the establishment on the basis
that the existing system was
irrational by its own standards.

But it was not until the material
conditions of the second world war
DEMANDED a nationally planned
 

Plaistow Maternity Hospital has been Ennals and his sidekick Moyle has
occupied since July, when its closure been to prevaricate on the issue.
was confirmed. The health workers
are operating a strict security system
to guard against any Hounslow style
raid by the authorities.

The work-in at the small 59 bed
hospital is receiving widespread local
support and attracted almost 1,000
people to a recent protest march.
Despite the backing of local
consultants and GPs the reaction of

The workers are not going to be
easily discouraged, and are
encouraging local activists and trades
unionists to lend their support. A
meeting has been arranged for
Dec 8th to formalise arrangements
for picketing etc.

lf you missed it or want to help
or want more info etc ring
01-552 3311. t

_ i . .

government has a lot of direct power. its brutally mutilated whenever the
Nationalisation is still seen by

confused reactionaries as the main
thrust of ‘socialism’. Militants in the
labour movement continue to call for
more nationalisation as if by itself it
really can bring about socialism.

Nowhere are the failings of this
approach more easily seen than in the
case of the National Health Service,
the ‘jewel of the Welfare State’. Its
controlled by a closed network of
consultants and administrators, its
used as an easy touch by huge
multinational chemical concerns, and

needs of capitalism dictate.
Nationalisation is obviously in

most cases preferable to what went
before, the danger lies in regarding it
as a solution. In the long term we
must put forward the idea of workers
control, arguing that priorities and
decisions in the public sector should
be determined by those who are
affected by them. lnthe short term
we can point out that public sector
workers can best fight the cuts and
the government offensive if they .
unite and struggle together.

iii.L



service that it was put into practice.
The war made the British working

class slaves to reformism. The
military organisation of the workers
into the army and the factories, a
nationalist war to preserve
"democracy" and a glimpse of the
benefits of rationally planned
services all played their part in
convincing the people that radical
changes could be achieved through
Parliament.

The post-war Labour government
swept into office on the tide of
reformism. It inherited plans for the
NHS from the previous TORY
government. The Labour Party added
nothing significant to the plans
other than the nationalisation of the
hospitals.

Thus from the start the NHS was
a contradictory body. Although
having the support of the majority
of the working class and representing
a real gain in extending health
services, it was at the same time a
response to the needs of British
capitalism. The growing
sophistication of medicine further
highlighted the chaos of the old
system; reserves of workers had been
exhausted and the labour force had
grown, significantly through the
entry of women who have
traditionally been unpaid domestic
nurses; allthese required a national
organisation to service the workers
for capitalism.

Reformists within the workers A
movement, like its enemies, talk only
of the first aspect, the "socialist" A
nature of the NHS. The myth that
the NHS is a socialist jewel in a
capital ist setting has prevented the
working class from questioning the
real nature of the NHS.

One aim of the NHS was to get
rid of the inequalities of the old
system. Despite the rbe in the
general level of services many of
those inequalities continue. For
example, differences in GP, hospital
and community medicine facilities
and staffing between London and
Sheffield are as great today as they
were in 1938! And differences
between different services are still
enormous; those that capitalism has
no use for (the mentally and
physically disabled) and those who
have outlived their usefulness for the
bosses (the old) get far inferoir
services.

The NHS has failed to deal with
these inequalities because of its
contradictory nature. Although it
provides a SOCIAL service it is based
in a society with PRIVATE property
relations. The NHS has from the start
been a bureaucratic institution

Perhaps the most well-known, and
certainly the longest, occupation is
that at the Elizabeth Garrett
Anderson hospital, where the
workers have kept the hospital open
for nearly a year, despite the
opposition of the Area Health s
Authority.

The EGA was founded by a s
woman, is staffed by women, and
treats only women patients. The Area
Health Authority wants the hospital
to close, and plans to create a A
womens unit; at the Whittington
Hospital in lslington to take its
place..This will undoubtedly mean a
reduction in the overall range of r
facilities available, and, of course, a
reduction in Health Service jobs.

The workers at the EGA have
until the en'd of December to reply
to the AHA, and are at the moment
considering what action to take.
They are trying to build up support
from among the public and also
other Health Service workers.

If you can help, want more
information etc phone
01-387 2501. s

"management in determining the policy (CLASH). Operating in an open 1373"?" ‘f°f1‘°|{| |f|'”s"'3°.”' "“°a‘°"
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tributesoosorr
without any control by the people it
serves. The services have been "
planned not according to local need,
but by the power relationships in the
NHS. is l 1

The medical profession has had a 1
large influence indetermining policy A
through its representation in the t t-  - é
odl'nini$fl'olion- Mote iI'nPof'¢on'dV. it Pllhlio services in lhi5 ¢°"n"Y are with the need for industrial action in the support ofthe wider labour
has used its monopoly of medical under vicious attack from the the public sector. In most cases, S movement for this process and its
knowledge and the State's guarantee employing olo$5- R950!-"695 are being moreover, public sector workers have contribution to the achievement of a
of “clinical freedom" to distort the turned away from the ‘Social Wage‘ difficulty in winning grievances workers plan for the services involved.
allocation of resources to suit its own into the paying off of government when their action does not N . Alongside the ever-present task of
interests—that is, into the prestige debts and the provision of grants to immediately affect the employers solidarity with workers in struggle we
area of medicine. industry. profits. require understanding of the social

Clinical freedom, by which only lt is working class people who ' Only realisation of the common processes at work and of the general
doctors are the final judge of medical feel the effects of this process, both interests of the working class and of objectives required by the workers
Pifloiioe. also Puts doctors in H Strong as users of the services and as how the current crisis is an attack on movement---objectives for the
Position when dealing with patients. workers employed in them. the working class as a whole can . particular services for the public
The importance of this has been Unfortunately, public sector provide a basis for the unity and sector as a whole.
seen most clearly by the womens workers who attempt to protect solidarity necessary for successful In this issue our Public Sector
movement, particularly in the case of either their living standards or the resistance. Alliance pages concentrate on the
abortion. level of services are often subjected Such unity will not be built _ National Health Service. ln our next

Thus When We Tight 1° defend the to the most hypocritical abuse by easily. Nor will it be the result of any issue we hope to cover whats
l\ll'l$ We inns’! also Ti9h'i fol’ 3 the ruling class. The authorities single, simple process. Two elements happening in education. If you have
different kind of health $eI'Vioo- out attempt to obscure their general will however, be of special information about the struggle in this
ability to do so will depend on the responsibility and their s importance. First, the growth of sector, or indeed about any other
class breaking from its present intransigence in negotiations by unified action amongst public sector aspect of the public sector, please

I I
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position of accepting the cuts as blaming the workers for any g workers themselves, and their contact us so that we may consider it’
necessary. t inconvenience or suffering associated creation of a common strategy for for inclusion in the paper.

the public sector as a whole. Second,

present underprivileged.
We must fight for increased

spending to be met by cuts--in the
profits of NHS suppliers. Workers
must refuse to handle those
expensive drugs where a cheaper,
equally useful but less advertised
alternative exists. Prices paid to drug
companies must be unilaterally
slashed. Private agencies, e.g. nursing,
services to be banned.

We must fight for all accounts to
be opened to the workforce. If the
above aims are to be achieved, then
full information is needed. Plans can
only be made on a basis of
knowledge about loll needs,  
spending etc. 1 - under the slogan-

We should remember that cuts are WORKERS MANAGEMENT OF
also implemented by poor working
conditions and low wages. We must £52“?/?cKEEIRs HEALTH SERVICE
fight for decent index-linked wages

It is clear that the NHS hasled the
l\ll"l3 $P9ndin9 has 9l’°Wn in line working class to look upon the

With total Pllhlio $Pdndih9- Even Health Service as an important part
straight economists (for example, of its living-standards,
Nat West Review, Feb 76) admit lt is also clear that it has made
that this was an international trend health workers conscious of the
rather than any Party doctrine. social importance of their work.

Since the sixties the government g The massive turnout for the
has responded in the way that national demo in Nov 76, in London
workers in other areas know so well this May and in other parts of the
—productivity schemes. At the same country shows that this
time there was a severe restriction on consciousness is very strong.
wages. When this in itself was not The seeds of an offensive
enough and the old question of campaign exist; a socialist strategy
inequalities arose, the government is needed to unify these forces.
l’~‘i‘-$Pon'dod With more of the some We begin our own approach to the
n1odloiI1o—fofioI'Ioli$otion- building of this from the demands

The reorcanisatiori of the NHS we would like to see associated with
ll-lnddf that 97931 °n9n1Y of the development of a Public Sector
hllffillofof-‘V. Kohh Jo$oPhl in 73 Alliance. In the first place we
h3$ Tewlfdd in 9'9" Qreater re-affirm the necessity of building
hull-fnihtlh <>°n'¢l’°l 0T links with other sectors of the public
dd niinlstfatldn and °V9|' The services and with the wider Labour
Wol'l<oI‘$—n'-"$68, Porters 916- movement so that sectoral stru lesI 99

All these things led To 3 9l’°Win9 may be linked to the defence of i
l.ll'IlOI'liS3'|IlOl'l 01’ l'l6i':I|'lIf']'\ll!Ol'|(Bl"S and 3 the e|1fi|'9 “gggjal w3g9“_ . i
qLlES1ZlO'I1lI'lQ Of ‘lihfl S‘lIl'UC'lIUl'6 3l'ld In thg game way 33 W9 gee 3 need _ i T b k .d f

purpose of the NHS. 7 _ for democratic bodies linking the ‘iEV‘EW' ‘N DEFENCE OF THE manlyhgtugiieslfd isiisvisaiiniisvirgii-ieit°.m
This W35 5h°W" m°5t T°l'l-iefl-|llY lh workers in different sectors we N’ H's’ This is its usefulness: the data can be used

the 1974 strike over private paybeds. ’wQu|d enmm-age genuine |-aink and Th“ b°°k|°t has t“'° a'm5- F"st- t° by healthservice militants to the struggle
against reactionary proposals and the- ~- ._.. . s ~ reply to the reactionary suggestionsWorkers at Charms Cross and hie movements ll‘l the separate .a“_kmwing. management and doctm

elsdwheie ‘"°"° "°" $"i'<i"9 5i'“P'Y 1 seeiors 'shemselves- A coed example made "Y the EMA’ BUPA and-other Yet this is also the limitation of the
hind‘ PBY and ioh $9¢l"i'¢Yi bl-It Wore is the Committee of London Area vested ’nte’ests' These suggest’°"s' booklet. it fails to see thatkriowledge is

not a collection of facts but is built upehallencinc the responsibility of their Stewards in the Health Service is“°“ as “°"" °“a"9°‘ ’°’ "°s'°‘""‘
from a class view. Libertarian:
Communists try to build such a t
working-class knowledge-—in this case that
means understanding the health service
in relation to the society which created it.
Such an analysis does not yet exist, but
by ignoring these problems the booklet

no

for all health service workers.
Finally, we must remember that

any struggle depends on the
involvement and creativity of the
entire workforce. We must fight for
union meetings to be held in
worktime.

We must fight for the replacement
of the sham joint consultative
committees b_y workers committees
instructed to investigate and assess
the work of the local services. This
will igclude judging medical practice
and must be linked with the users of
the service, through other trade
unions and community groups.

Let us take thestruggle forward

of their hospitals. A battle for a and democratic way, this body has E e "HE" t e . ' 2"" .":""e"""
universal health service based on drawn together many London Pfqn.’ fit] er count”? an ev’ "no" O"
need was being waged from the hospitals pledged to joint action ""5 enta’ p’a°t”’e' the "comet
bottom. At the same time this was a against all cuts. A A "iows that such methods of payment
challenge to the power of the doctors We must pose not merely resolute d’sg"t ltreatélntent ".wa,:’ ”°’?.t has positive direction.
because it was the unions that opposition to further reduction in me ‘ca ""9 0 pm" B pm ’ ‘ A
decided what could be counted as a services, but the full restitution of ‘t goes on to ’"veSt’9ate the
medical emergency. cuts already made by such tricks as advantagfis O’ SEC" Iznethods to the

Since then the militancy of the not replacing workers who leave— groups t at ma e t em‘ For
health workers has been sapped by overtime bans and refusals to cover ?xamp’e' the no niprofit mfaking
the force of the Social Contract and are needed. ftnsuranceii sC"?"e' E.UPA' ‘S “"k."d
the establishment of sham We must pose positive 0 sever" pm “ma . ‘"9 Co":‘pa"’e5'
consultation committees between discrimination in the allocation of such as N"r.s’"g Services. Ltd‘
management and unions. resources to areas and services at A’ready' p’".”tee”"g "ig""’sa"o"s
 _have moved into the private health,,,_t,,,_,,,,_,-,. ................ __ _ market-

The second aim of the booklet is to
show that the real deficiencies of the NHS

l lie not in the way it is financed but in the
way it is controlled. The power of the
medical profession has meant that

l resources get channelled to areas where
f doctors can make their reputation,
§ rather than where they are needed. Also,

this power prevents an objective
assessment of medical practice.

Having used the facts to support their
argument that “the present NHS financial
structure provides a firm basis on which
to build a rational organisation for the
provision of health care. “ the booklet ends
limply with a call that “those concerned
that such care is provided should
understand the basic issues of power,
information and decision-making in the
NHS and should not be side-tracked into
thinking that the problems are purely
financial. “

Who “those concerned“ should be (in
my view, the entire working-class), and
what they should do when they
understand "the basic issues" is therefore
not explained. Nevertheless, at__60p it's a
booklet worth having if only for the
useful informationit provides.
Hadji q
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“.S‘impi‘y because they've changed the on the paper will be better off.
name of the paper from ANA HCHIST - Outraged production workers have
WORKER to LIBER TA FHAN - pointed out that their 10% rise is
COMMUNIST they think they can put the meaninglesss, as 10% of nothing is still
price up by 50%. /t‘s a bloody disgrace!“ nothing!

This was typical of the shocked Seriously, though, we have had toput
reactions of hundreds of thousands of up the price because of the rapid increase
readers of the paper throughout the " in our costs. We have increased the size of
country to the price rise from 10p tp 15p. the paper to 12 pages, and is 15 pence

Of course this scandalous attempt to every two months really more than you
increase the rate of exploitation of the can afford? Anyway, we do intend to

‘ working-class who constitute the paper's keep the price stable at 15p for as long as
readers doesn't mean that those who work possible.
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-I IN THE LAST eclitionof Anarchist Workeriwe included Certain conclusions were drawn: that emphasis should
_ an article on the unity of the Left .The writer pointed be placed on supporting the campaigns which unite the
if A out that disagreements concerning the understanding of voice and resources of the Left around specific issues

S history and of the role of revolutionary organisation in that debate on historical questions, while in itself . __,_..
general terms could co-exist with relatively close agree- essential, should not prevent the work of the movement

‘ ment upon what response we should have to the with regards to the present needs of the class; and that
J immediate needs of the working-class, women and the historical debate could only be given sharpness in

oppressed groups, and upon the general need for a practice via the development of the socialist movement
. ‘socialist’ solution. e in its entirety.

_‘ Though the above points retain their validity, the article did tend to leave
"out of consideration those areas of united work where quite a wide range of
common objectives are covered. The most important example of this is the
‘Socialist Unity’ electoral bloc.

Socialist Unity has emerged out of agreement upon the necessity of a
tactic, not just an isolated issue. It is, moreover, a tactic arising from the
.broad strategic need to combat bourgeois socialism, a tactic which of its
nature involves the association with it of a wide platform.

I fihd the idea of-standing in elections . The basic documents had been circu-
attractive because, it offers a way of directly lated only a week before. Amendments
contrasting the socialist alternative with and an important resolution appeared only
the ‘choice’ offered by bourgeois demo-
cracy. Some socialists and anarchists, it is
true, argue that standing in bourgeois
elections fosters electoral illusions. This
seems a rather topsy-turvy way of looking
at things. Those people who haven't
broken from parliamentary illusions don't

on the day itself. The conference, for
reasons outside the control of the
organisers, was at the last moment
switched to an alternative venue which
turned out to be very cramped.

It was not easy to tell from the pack
of sweaty and occasionally confused

I I I Ineed the Left to legitimise elections for
them. And anyone can see the difference
between a socialist campaign, aimed at
proposing a solution based in struggle, and
the big party puppet show. --

T_he task of breaking the hold of The LCG proposed several amendments
bourgeois illusions entails confronting s
them directly.

It is true that if the Libertarian ~ ‘ programme which were intended to empha-
Communist Group had had much greater
forces at its--disposal we might have V -
prepared for an imaginative abstentionist
campaign linked to a programme of
objectives.- A S

As itis there is a certain unwillingness
on the Left to consider this sort of
approach, but youcan see why when you
realise that the abstentionist positions that
have been put intopractice in recent years
have tended towards the vague, apolitical,
confusing ‘andelitist “Sod this, take your
life into your own hands” job.

We do admit, however, certain
advantages in the standing of candidates.
In the first place, much as the prime way
in which we judge the success of an ~ A
election campaign is in the way in which
it encourages struggle, the registering of a
VOtB_Wil__lf"gi\lB- those who don't immediately
moveinto action something to relate to.
Someone whohas abstained yet not
become involved is that much more left in
the dark as to the strength of the forces
with which he has associated himself. In

1- ' _

the second place actually winning the
occasionalseat would not come amiss! A
successful candidate could make quite a
bit of mileage out of issues such as official
secrecy, accountability, the real location
of power etc.

l support the idea of ‘Socialist Unity‘
because l accept that it can pose a
challenge to bourgeois democracy in the
very arena of bourgeois democracy. For
this challenge to be credible, however, it
has to be simultaneously rooted in actual
struggle and also presenting compre-
hensive objectives for this. The essence of
a revolutionary electoral intervention is a
programme ofaction which poses in S
general social terms the objectives needed
to resist the capitalist offensive. r

Two central problems arisein relation
to the implementation of these objectives.
In the first place is the problem of how we
cope with conflicting views regarding the
programme, its content, and the way it is
put forward.

In the second place there is the
problem of how the campaign presents
the programme, i.e. just in elections or
generally?

Both of these problemswere raised at
the Socialist Unity Conference in London
on Nov 19th. , s h

The conference was beset by many

delegates just how healthy is the future
of ‘Socialist Unity’.

The event was, from the point of view
of the reconciliation of the various groups
involved, by no means a stunning display.

to the overall content of the programme.
We also proposed two amendments to the

size the fact that we rejected the
‘parliamentary road’ to socialism, placed
our confidence in independent working-
class activity and saw the fight for
socialism as the only guarantee of the
objectives of the programme.

One of our amendments was accepted
by the proposers of the programme. It
read :_ ”l/Ve stand for a socialist alternative
to capitalism, which will not besecured
by any parliamentary majority but only
by the organisq§_l_'on, unity and activity of
the working class. “

For the reasons outlined in the leaflet
we produced, we also put forward amend-
ments removing the demands from the
programme relating to price freezes and
nationalisation. Not one of the points we
raised was taken up, or even referred to by

by the concentration of all resources in
the hands of the working-class, and their
use by the vvorl<ing-c/ass according to its
own priorities. “

The programme as it stands risks giving
the impression that better or less greedy
management of capitalism could provide
a solution. lt tends to look only out of the
corner of its eye at the question of
appropriation.

The fact that our proposals met so
littlehresponse did not lead to us storming
out. Socialist Unity is not crippled by its
programme, but as we said in our leaflet
at the conference “The platform we
would like the campaign to adopt differs
in content and emphasis from that so far
used by Socialist Unity candidates. This
represents the minimum basis which we
believe is necessary for co-operation. “
We will have to discuss our further
involvement in the campaign.
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repeatedly overwhelmed byte flow of
the larger groups in and out of campaign
meetings.

Moreover, this would have allowed the
autonomous groupings, such as the
womens and blacks committees to parti-
cipate fully in the campaign and be
involved in the discussion on the
elaboration of the programme and on
tactics to be used nationally.

This was generally seen, however, to
be jumping the gun a bit; the majority
felt that a fluid commitment was .
necessary until the actual function and
mode of operation of the campaign
was finalised.

There was also a little debate on the
subject of what people saw as the future
of S.U. Some comrades, particularly some
in Big Flame were prepared to see S.U. as
the basis for, that wonderfully vague
phrase ‘a new revolutionary organisation‘.
However, there was considerable opposition
to this, particularlyfrom some l.M.G.
speakers. ll should perhaps point out that
the international Marxist Group were, as

The programme as it stands risks giving the impression that better or less
greedy management of capitalism could provide a solution. It tends to look
only out of the corner of its eye at the question of appropriation.

Other weaknesses were brought up
from the floor and were generally agreed
to be in need of remedy. In particular, we
hope that at some stage there will be
opportunities to make up for the failure
of the programme to deal with the
question of womens liberation fully, to
adopt a position on Scotland and Wales,
and one on education below university
level.

The question of how S.U. should use
its programme was intermingled with a
debate on structure. The LCG proposed
an individual membership basis in order

expected, in a clear majority at the
conference.)

A debate between those in favour of
S.U. taking the position that we should
call for a vote for Labour where we were
not standing, and those who saw this as
something we should not commit our-
selves to now, provided _a good
opportunity to see the differences
between the approaches of the l.M.G. and
Big Flame. The l.M.G. did win the final
vote by virtue of their majority at the
conference, and so committed S.U. to
the slogan ‘For a Labour government,

that individual militants should not be but build the Socialist Alternative‘.

h l1 k . Th' l . . - - -i E i-is 8' iii? iiiii theli:bVi?l§eTc3ricae'ii3c: The appearance ef eur paper e="ae"eei'e"- Thev else seem ta haveum e.9I _ 1 - - at best only a paper commitment tomarked by set speeches and that amend under the name Libertarianments were only published on the day, . , democracy in the revolutionaryCommunist represents a newbut was Sim ‘-’e"V fl“5t'atl"9- process and to the control of the
In view of the lack of discussion, we stage in the devempment of means of producfion by the working

felt forced to withdraw these two amend-
ments. We were promised that the Steering OUT 0I'Qflfli$frl'Ii0I1. which was Class 35 3 WhQ|9- _ _ _
Committee would consider them, which former“, ca||ed -the Anarchist We seek ‘£0 build 3 Libertarian
in the light of our later proposals on the
structure of Socialist Unity. which would
have made the conference the main
decision-making body, was somewhat
ironic. j

Our final addition to the programme
suffered similarly, with four fifths of the
conference abstaining, and the remainder
being more than enough to defeat it.

The purpose of this amendment had
been to remove the section of the
programme entitled “The resources are
there to meet our needs”. We agree whole-
heartedly with pointing out injustices in
the system, and how the finance
capitalists and the former owners of
nationalised industries rake in the lucre
whilst our incomes dwindle.

However, we feel it is less confusing to
put the question of resources in a more
general way, as follows:

“This plan of action is an expression
of our immediate needs and of our
responsibilities to workers in other parts
of the world. We do not make promises to
be gran ted by any government, though
the resources do exist for these things to
be achieved. Our main aim is to suggest
general working-class objectives, objectives

_ E5;
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Workers Association, and is
now caned the Libertarian 1) We advocate the replacement of
Communist Group.

As a group we have just come
through a violent period in our
internal life. We hope we have
emerged from this with a better

Communist organisation. What do we
mean by this?

the capitalist market economy by a
planned socialist economy directed
by the workers according to their
own needs through united and
democratic organs or workers

understanding of politics and of some self-management.
aspects of how our organisation
should relate to the rest of the
workers movement.

We have, however, been
considerably weakened in terms of
both human and financial resources.
50. a|'Eh0U9h The Paper "OW has 12 3) We affirm that we shall never as
pages, we shall, at first, be able to
come out only once every two
months, and at a cost of 15p.

Tra ons
We have departed fairly radically

make the criticisms of anarchism
that we have made in the past: that
because it is anti-organisational,
romantic, individualistic and lacking
any clear class analysis it cannot 5) As’ part of the process, however,
play a very real part in the struggle.
We now go beyond that and say
that anarchism, at least in Britain,
lacks a strategy and a clear political
project, and is unable to intervene
actively in the struggles of the

2) We affirm that in fighting for
such a solution no revolutionary
organisation should seek to carry out
a seizure of power independent of
the united and democratic organs of
the working class.

an organisation seek a mandate to
form a government, but will fight for
the constant involvement in the act
of social self-management of the
united and democratic organs of the
working class.

4) We place full confidence in and
iJI'eblem$- s which will be ultimately guaranteed only from traditional anarchism. We Still encourage the development of

authentic organs of workers
democracy as the organisations of
working-class unity and of mass
self-determination of labour.

we believe in being consistently
political and democratic. This means
communicating with the workers
movement in the context of first,
that generalisations can be made
concerning the social events

Although many familiar arguments-:s
made their appearance, that Labour is
the traditional party of the working-
class, that it's not, that to call for a
Labour vote in some areas would destroy
our credibility, that to call for a Labour
vote in some areas would destroy our
credibility, etc. I felt that Big Flame
were on the whole correct to argue that
we should not make a decision on this
sensitive issue at the conference, that
such a decision was a tactical one,
which should be made nearer the day,
and which if taken now might exclude
potential supporters.

On this decision, as on others, we
found ourselves in a minority at the
conference. However, on the whole,
and despite the organisational‘ muck-
ups which made the conference even
more confusing than it would other-
wise have been, the conference did
make considerable progress.

Socialist Unity now has a programme,
and has clarified its attitude to
autonomous groups. Perhaps the
conference did gloss over several
important points of difference between
the various participating groups.
Certainly it did leave quite a few gaps
in terms of the issues it covered,
although the involvement of so many
socialist feminists should ensure that
the problem of how to integrate womens
liberation into the programme solved
successfu lly.

There was also a lack of discussion of
past election campaigns by S.U. but all
in all the conference was not a failure.

Above all else, the conference showed
’£l'i'Il£ there is a current of opinion on the
left which is prepared to work together
to resist the attacks of capitalism on the
working-class, and oppressed groups
such as women, blacks and gays.

H Ian Green

6) We seek to contribute to the
development of a tradition in the
working-class movement of its o
understanding itself and its history
firmly in terms of the frowth of the
potential for the mass
self-determination of labour.

3 9|‘
How does this affect the paper?

Well, we intend to cover the struggles
of the working class,and not to be
afraid to criticise their mistakes. We
want to raise for discussion what are
for us key issues. These include the
nature of workers democracy and its
application in the revolutionary
process, and the relationship of
revolutionary organisations to the
class. We also hope to contribute to
the development of a revolutionary
theory which can encompass the
struggle for the liberation of women,
and also blacks and gays, and which
is relevant to contemporary world
reality.

However, all this doesn't mean
that we will stop doing some of the
things that we've done over the last
few years in Anarchist Worker. We
intend to cover not only industrial
struggles but also other areas that we
think important. These include the
struggles of women, of squatters, in
the community, against racism and
fascism etc.

We are a small organisation, and
this issue of the paper reflects the
areas in which we are active. We really
really need information, views,
articles etc from you. Even very
short pieces are a help, as they tend
to break up the long boring articles
our members write! We also badly
need people to sell the paper. The

working class. involving us, and secondly, that we The next issue will be coming out at
However. We are not uflflrltifial of can do something about them. We the beginning of March. Copy for

the more mainstream, Leninist seek to contribute to the working that issue should reach us by the
revolutionary tradition in Britain. class's understanding of itself as a beginning of February. All copy,
Most of the groups in this tradition class, that is, precisely in terms of letters etc to
have a rigid and elitist view of the accurate generalisations and specific 136 Kingsland High Street,

Photo Laurence Sparham (IFL) nature and role of revolutionary social objectives. London E8
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known example of how even after all the
trials of the Civil War a section of the
Russian fleet and proletariat could not only
foresee for themselves some of the harmful -

-$1" il"EFliQE='

aspects of the New Economic Policy but ¢
also raise some as their central demand the
political one of free elections to the Soviets.
For this they were miserably slandered and see.
crushed by force of arms!

The experience of the Makhnovites in
the Ukraine is a well known example of how-
the organisation of anti-capitalist regional
autonomy was treated by a government
pledged to minority rights of national
self-determination. It was miserably
slandered, double-crossed and crushed by
force of arms!

Another interesting, but less well known
area to investigate would be what happened
to the soldiers‘ Soviets. It is a common
apology of latter-day Leninists that the war
disrupted Soviet democracy, yet this war
also saw the development of a coherent
army. What happened to Soviet democracy
in that? Did it go out the door when Trotsky
re-introduced many traditional features of
military discipline?

C U
w

THE BUREACRACY Stalin in 1929 By this time any idea about socialism had long been forgotten

-I the active force, rather than acting on its l-IHITY.» lfllhel than Stllle the" development
behalf". We should not take a mandate We must flbflve all beware Of those Who

t from such an organisation to form a may seek to refer uncritically to the
I should end with some indication of what government, but rather fight for its own Bolsheviks record as a source of

the consequences of the above analysis are for involvement in decision making prescriptions in crisis
revolutionaries. Revolutionaries in a We should be prepared for workers in At all times, whether in revolutionary
revolutionary situation have a crucial struggle to throw up a plurality of struggle or in the political tasks we
responsibility to raise the question of power— organisations, and seek to develop these undertake in the present day the beacon
the organisation of the masses for their own into a common unity rather than stifle towards which we steer is the mass
ends. We should seek, however, the their development self determination of labour
construction of a united and democratic We must above all beware of these who FOR WORKERS SELF MANAGEMENT
organisation of this power, and see this as may seek to develop these into a common IN STRUGGLE AND OF SOCIETY‘ l ll

The revolution and civil war in Spain in 1936-1939
contained some of the greatest moments in the
history of the European working-class.

It is important for libertarians to remember that
the largest single organisation of the working-class in
Spain was the CNT, the anarco-syndicalisl; trade
union.

Today, 40 years on, does the libertarian tradition
have any importance in Spain? y

‘The answer to that question must undoubtedly be
r yes. Despite being ignored by most of the

revolutionary Left in Britain, the Libertarian
movement has grown rapidly since the death of

» Franco. The CNT is growing rapidly, and now has
perhaps as many as 30,000 members. 11“-._s important,
it seems to have learnt from the mistakes it made in
the Civil War.

The Libertarian Spain Committee believes that
solidarity work with Spanish libertarians is vital for
us in Britain, and sees Spain as “the weak link in
European capitalism."

Libertarian Spain, bulletin of the LSC, isavailable
for 20p mc. postage, bundles of 5 for £1 cash with

“mm

order, from LSC, 136 Burley Rd, Leeds 4. No 1, still
available, covers the rebirth of the CNT, the June
elections, economic and political background. No 2,
available from January, covers recent developments
the counter culture etc e- - , tc. i
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13000 fully armed soldiers from Kronstadt arrive at Petrograd to fight the White general Kornilov. Lenin callledlthem the ‘flower of the rei/olution

The revolutionary process in Russia was
associated with widespread discontent.
Russia's participation in the imperialist
First World War had placed tremendous
strain on all aspects of society.

Although the war initially supplied
some industrialists with considerable gains,
it rapidly rendered the Russian economy
derelict. For example, by the end of 1916
iron and steel production had fallen to
1/6 of its 1914 level, and coal production
to 1/10of its 1914 level. The rail transport
system had come completely unstuck, with
1/3 of its locomotives out of commission
waiting for repairs. The Russian general
staff had mobilised some 15 million men,
an estimated 1/3 of the male agricultural
and industrial workforce, draining the land
of manpower in order to form an army
which they were increasingly unable to
supply with munitions and basic necessities.

ln the countryside the area of
cultivated land was contracting and yield
had declined by as much as 1/3. Starvation
haunted the factories and the front; yet
inflation made the richer peasants
increasingly reluctant to part with their
surplus produce above what they needed to
sell to pay taxes.

What is known as the February
Revolution was essentially the beginning of
two simultaneous tendencies. On the one
hand, all sections of the masses began to
take actions and to raise demands directed
towards the alleviation of those grievances
which the war had either created or
worsened. The soldiers wanted food and an
end to the war; the factory workers, food
and an end to the miserable conditions of

itself threatened by every aspiration of
the masses.

The last months of 1977 have seen the socialist press publish many celebrations
of the 1917 Russian Revolution. The interpretation of this major episode in
working-class history is one of the areas in which Libertarian Communists take
a rather different attitude from that of those revolutionaries anxious to be of a
"Leninist' or ‘Trotskyist' tradition.

The Libertarian Communist Group admits, however, that a comprehensive
and agreed libertarian alternative has yet to be produced. What we present here,
therefore, is by no means a group position. It is rather an individual viewpoint,
which we hope exhibits thefspirit of criticism we feel on this subject as a group,
whilst contributing to the ongoing process of resolving this problem by new
analyses.
Western Europe had not take place in Russia. the "OPE Qt '3 United 9°‘-'@l’"mB"t ¢0mP0$9d
The political ambitions and competence of of men enjoying the confidence of the
the Russian bourgeoisie were determined by country’. They dare not even stir up the
their particular history. Their main peasantry, entangled as they were in a web
.chi-lracteristics were that they were of commercial interests with the major
dominated by foreign capital, their resources landlords and fearful of any change in

their employment; the peasants, land enough were often concentrated in large and established Pt°PBYtY Y9|ati°"$-
to give them security from the vagaries of modern plants, and they tended to be lI'IVO|vBI11Bl1t in the W3!’ W35 itself H
the market and freedoms from the subservient to a state apparatus which consequence of the combined interests of
landowners, merchants and tax collectors could claim substantial responsibility for the autocracy and the bourgeoisie. Foreign
who were their scourge. On the other hand, their existence. The Russian bourgeoisie control of leading sectors of industrial
there was a succession of provisional did not sociologically or economically growth lB-9- Of 50% fit the Output Qt P59
governments which failed either to crush merge with the proletariat through iron) and especially of the money supply
these protests or to end them by finding intermediate layers of urban petty (e.g. 55% of Petrograd's bank resources were
solutions to the underlying problems. bourgeoisie. They were, on the contrary, in foreign hands on the eve of the

Why did'these governments fail? acutely aware of the gulf between Revolution) gave an economic rationale to
Partly because the disaffection of the A themselves and the large concentrations of the military alliances. The bourgeoisie
soldiers limited their capacity for repressive workers in the factories. They were hoped, moreover, that success in battle
action, but also partly because they were accustomed not to side with these latter would bring renewed economic and political
governments of the bourgeoisie which felt against the autocratic state, but rather to gains in Turkey, Afghanistan and Poland.

call upon this state to obliterate all _
manifestations of independent proletarian
activity. The Russian bourgeoisie cursed the
imperial bureaucracy for its inefficiency Once the autocracy had been blown
and railed against the privileges of the court away, it became increasingly evident that

The sort of social development associated factions, but they had, and needed, little the bourgeois parties and those socialists
with the bourgeoisie in America and political programme of their own beyond who put their faith in a ‘bourgeois stage’ in

PHOTOS COURTESY OF DAVID KING

the revolutionary process had nothing to
offer. The key contribution of the
Bolsheviks between February and October
was to define the question of the agency
through which could be accomplished
those measures whose absence kept the
masses in turmoi|—the ending of the war,
confiscation of land by the peasants,
satisfaction of the workers grievances in
industry—as a question of class power.

The issue of bourgeois property was
hardly ever raised directly by the mass
movements of the period, except insofar as
the land expropriations of the peasants
threatened it or the weak class-anarchist
current could get a hearing. In general
terms the question of bourgeois property
was only raised indirectly, through the
medium of the political consequences
the bourgeoisie felt necessary for its survival.

October saw the removal of the
bourgeoisie from power at least insofar as it
saw the removal of its representatives from
the government and the abandoning of the
political objectives with which it had
associated itself.

—

A new organisation, the Soviets, had
emerged as the lotion for the formulation
of social objectives, an organisation
associated with the participation and the
policies of the previously oppressed social
classes, the workers and eventually the
peasants. This political expropriation
provided the context for an entire social
reconstruction. The capacity for organisation
and struggle provided by the proletariat
along with the allegiance of the soldiers,
had laid down the conditions for the
working people of both town and country
to begin to determine the nature of their
own work according to their own
assessment of social needs and objectives.
Or had it.

We know now that somehow, somewhere
along the line, the workers and the peasants
were to get left out of the process. Whereas
under capitalism workers are alienated
because social priorities are ultimately
ordered and controlled by the accumulation
of capital, the Russian workers were
rapidly to find they had almost as little
influence over the ordering and control of a
bureaucratic planning which, if it did not
behave in exactly the same way as capital,
seemed nevertheless just as remote and
alien.

Let's consider for a moment this question
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INDUSTRY: Oil wells at Baku before the revolution.

of involvement. On the one hand its failure performance of the revolutionary repeated emphasis upon the Party, especially

striving after political domination for
itself. Our aim is the oflictatorship of the
revolutionary proletaria t. ” A rather vaguer
expression of the same thing occurs in the
better known work Left Wing Communism.

”The mere presentation of the question
‘dictatorship of the party or dictatorship of
the class’ testifies to the most incredibly and
hopelessly muddled thinking. . . l t is
common knowledge . . . that as a rule and in
most cases , , , classes are led by political
parties. ”

It is also possible, of course, to find
passages of Lenin in which he seems to
emphasise the sovereignty of the Soviets
rather than that of the Party. In Can the
Bolsheviks Retain State Power? for instance,
he wrote of the Soviets

"This apparatus, by virtue of the fact
that its personnel is elected and ‘subject to
recall at the peoples will without
bureaucratic formalities, is far more
democratic than any previous apparatus. ”

In the ‘final analysis, it is to the practice
of the Bolsheviks to which we must turn.
There we see a practice which reveals a

to appear in the Soviet planning process did leadership, the Bolsheviks. That so much on the Party as government, rather than
not prevent the accomplishment of tasks was achieved was due to the fact that the upon the fight to involve the workers and
which a Russian capitalism, as dependent on workers and soldiers in particular rallied peasants in the Soviets as decision-making
imperialist capital, might well have found behind the posing by the Bolsheviks of the bodies, where the leading role of the
impossible should it somehow have survived L necessity for a new power in Russia. proletariat, insofar as it still had one, could
the state to which it was brought by the Without this consolidation of the idea of a be expressed politically.
war. On the other hand, in purely productive new social organisation, the way would have The organisation and accomplishment of
terms its significance would surely have been '\- been left open for the autocrats and the October was the responsibility not of the

bourgeoisie to impose a most violent and Soviets as a whole but rather of the inellffeetion end the diefnieeing et theof a positive nature in terms of the accurate
assessment .of objectives, potential capacities
etc. Whats more, workers who know why
they are working and feel an interest in
their work tend to work better. l believe,
however, that it is as wrong on this side of
the argument to leave matters exclusively at
the level of productive efficiency as it is to
ignore it. We have an interest in the
rationalisation and planning of the
productive forces insofar as such objectives
coincide with our total species development.

The understanding of, and responding to
social needs and capacities by each of us
individually as part of the collective, changes
not merely the “how” of production, but
also the "what" and the “why”. That is the
importance of the mass self-determination
of labout in the revolutionary process.

What happened to the mass
self-determination of labour in Russia? We
could slip here into total and unapologetic
fatalism. We could stop at pointing out that
for us to seize hold of the world there must
be ideal conditions for the revolution the
world over. We see that from its onset the
Russian Revolution was hampered by the
non-occurence of revolution elsewhere, in
that workers aid from advanced industrial
nations was not forthcoming, whilst
imperialist counter-revolution was. We see
that this placed the task of reconstruction in
the context of 3 small and shattered industry All-Russian Congress of Factory and Shop Committees.
hung in potential tension, with an
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overwhelming mass of newly independent bloody retribution. Bolshevik dominated Petrograd Soviet and
peasant-farmers. We can see that both the For the rest of this article, however, we its military-revolutionary committee. The
Russian workers and the peasants were but must proceed to look at, as it were, the Second All-Russian Congress of Soviets
poorly developed in terms of technical, other side of the Bolshevik coin, in terms of merely ratified the event, and legitimised a
cultural, organisational and political the posing of the issue of social power. ‘provisional WeI‘|<eI'$ end Peeeente
experience. These were certainly daunting The big question, of course, is the one of 9°Vel’nl'nent' Whieh Wee t° diteet effeile
problems. how the Bolsheviks related the party itself ‘Until the oonveeetien et the Cenetitllent

Nevertheless, it is only after we have to this change in social power. I interpret A5$en1b|Y'-

Of particular interest to us should be the

It is worth mentioning here Search f0,-
the Qenetei question Oi ‘counter-revolutionary’
repression in this psri0d- activities. The Bolsheviks
Ffefn the Vel'V first deV5 do not appear to have
Of III18 REVOIUIIIOFI the advggated the right Qf

Viteiitll di the "1355 appeal of all suspected
movement Wee endangered ’counter-revolutionaries’
by the harassment, official to their |0¢a| soviet
3l'lCI SBITII-O‘iiICI3I, Of Cl'i1IiCS Instead, Only Sgunarkom,
of the Bolsheviks. AS if that, had control over
early as December 1917 the ‘terror’
the ‘Cheka’, the r Indeed, this ‘terror’ varied
‘Extraordinary widely in practice. At times
Commission’, had emerged it was of a fairly petty
from the Petrograd nature, for instance,
military-revolutionary Voline writes in his
committee, and it had not Unknown Revolution of
been too sensitive in its the cutting off of

instance, in his work On Compromises. He
said S

Our Party like any politic
e V DD

print works of the
Anarcho-Syndicalist paper
Golos Truda, and of the
jostling and chasing away
of its street sellers etc. It
could also amount to
repression of sizeable
proportions, for instance,
in April 1918, the Cheka
seized Anarchists of all
tendencies, from partisans

specific manifestations, the

assured ourselves that everything possible the dominant tendency in the Bolsheviks to This Ptevieienei !.IleVel'nl'nent eeneieted dt
was done that could have been done to have been one that tended to conflate the the Bolshevik-deinineted Cellneii et V
sustain the mass self-determination of Party and the exercise of power by the Peoples Commissars (Sovnarkom) and the
labour, even under these conditions, that we proletariat (also understanding this exercise All-Fillseien Centfel Exeelltille Cetnnlittee
can allow ourselves the judgement that of power to be the proletariats way of (VTsl K). When the Third All-Russian
the disappearance of this component to the leading the peasantry). This tendency was Congress et 3°‘-iiete eleened in Jen"el’Y 1913.
degree seen in Russia was unavoidable. the one represented by Lenin. A neat however, it found itself egein l'ne|'e|V

In expression of the conflation comes, for ratifying a decision to dissolve the
Constituent Assembly already executed by
the VTsl Ix _hat the Second Congress had
left behind Or rather, by a VTslK which' ' ” , ' ' ' _al party, is . _ _ _

em mcit su Hes to the had more than doubled its size since then.
108 delegates had been added by the
peasant congress in November, another 100
had appeared from the army and the fleet,
and 50 from the Trades Unions.

As a result of these events, the crucial
opening period of the Revolution was
marked by considerable confusion as to
where decision making and political power
were actually located. This confusion was
not limited to the question of the
competence of the All-Russian Congress.

- - - There was further confusion between \/Tsl K ,
to paclflsw Whatever its and Sovnarkom. The latter body conferred ZERO» Monthhl
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protesting at the extent to which Sovnarkom
was governing with previous submission to
VTsiK..A resolution supporting Sovnarkom
in this was passed, however, and thereafter
Sovnarkom began to operate with increasing
independence.

The constitution eventually passed by the
5th All-Russian Congress did nothing to
counteract the lack of initiative of the
Soviets and the drift of power away from
VTsiK to Sovnarkom. The crucial point,
however, is that there was no attempt by the
Bolsheviks to prevent this contraction of
political influence.

In the period between the insurrection
and the dispersal of the Constituent
Assembly they had spread confusion as to
whether the Assembly or the Soviets were to
be the sovereign organisation, eventually
making a complete about turn on the matter.
They had not consistently fought in the
Soviets for the*Soviets to proclaim their
sovereignty. As events proceded they were
to show further unwillingness to take
matters into the Soviets. They were also to
show themselves unable to foster initiatives
taken by the workers outside the Soviets.

No doubt in the early days many
Soviet delegates had been engaged in heated
discussion in their localities over the
questions upon which they would be called
upon to ratify a decision. ln the case of the
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Constituent Assembly there does not seem
to have been much disagreement. However,
on the question of the peace negotiations
with Germany, therewas disagreement, and
this makes it a good issue around which to
study the participation of the Soviets in
government in their heyday.

It is particularly important here to
separate the question of the rights or wrongs
of the Brest-Litovks settlement from the way
in which it was achieved. There was _
considerable disagreement at the time on the
matter. On the one hand those who saw the
need for a settlement even at the price of
annexations in order to give the new
government a breathing space. On the other
those who thought that the abandonment
of aggression and the front coupled with
propaganda and partisan resistance to any-
offensive would provide both a workable
military strategy and also an inspiration to
the workers of Europe. According to the
bourgeois historian Shapiro (Origins of the
Communist Autocracy), the government
went so far as to take a referendum of the
views of some of the Soviets and found
that a majority were in favour of the
second course of action outlined above.

Given the length of the negotiations and
the strength of feeling in the country, this
was an issue on which the Bolsheviks could

| h . . f legislative power on itself by a decree of “Anarchist/Anarcha-feminist" magazine.
9“”“""a ° a'a°i.e"“'° ° 30th Oct 1917. In doing so it admitted 2 20 er C0

centralising ossification of
the Revo ution decree non-Bolsheviks in VTsiK were

the terror and its lack of .f. . _ I t vb _ rd _ P P _PY-. . . . 1: tresponsibility to direct Founallyi "iisathcenrioniiolizgiifihsrfetrlie (Coiiisiiittient Cheques payable to ZERO CO"ectwe'
Soviet institutions Assembw. and V-|-SIK had the power to Z E R O S Postal address: ZERO,
undoubtedly Contributed ‘defer, modify or annull' any of its - R Rieing Flee.-
in its Own Way to t e enactments. E 182 Upper St.,

I Within a week of the passing of this Z E R O London N1_



have sought the widest possible debate,
and made the final decision of all the
Soviets. Debate was certainly fierce in VTslK
and the Bolshevik Party, but it does not
appear to have been politically centralised
outside these bodies..vCertainly, the
extraordinary 4th All-Russian Congress of
Soviets of March 1918 was called merely to
ratify the treaty.

It was the way the decision was taken as
much as the actual settlement which had
tremendous repercussions on the Soviets. In
particular the main non-Bolshevik party, the
Left Social Revolutionaries, lost confidence
in the Soviets and proceeded to appeal to
the workers and peasants to take up arms
against the Germans, without the sanction of
the Soviets. The German ambassador,
Nirbach, was assassinated, and clashes
occurred between revolutionary partisan
units and troops loyal to VTslK. As a result
the Left Social Revolutionaries were
expelled from VTsl K, and their presses were
closed down.

ln the handling of decisions relating to
the Constituent Assembly, and to the
peace, and in the operation of the terror, we
see components of the decline of mass
involvement in the Soviets. We see that the
Bolsheviks did not seek to foster this
involvement, and indeed, through their
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Anarchist banner in the Ukraine.

handling of the terror and of the organisation snvarnnnant annraval at any axnrnnriatian
of the Soviets, served to hinder it. The
progressive alienation of Soviet power was
not simply a matter Qf the quality Qf Mixed Up with the problem O1‘ whether OI’
involvement in the Soviets themselves. This
was particularly true with regard to the
proletariat, and its relations with the entire
sector of public life associated with the
management of the economy.

ln the general upheaval after February
1917 the Soviets had not been the only form
of working-class organisation to develop.
Many industrial enterprises had seen the
founding of plant based workers committees.
On May 30th 1917 a conference of such
factory committees in Petrograd defined
themselves as ‘fighting organisations elected
on the basis of the widest democracy’
seeking to create ‘new conditions at work‘
and the ‘organisation of thorough control of
labour over production and distribution‘.
Individual committees seem to have varied
from types of trade union branch to
revolutionary organisations of the shop
floor.

On October 17th 1917, however, an
all-Russian conference of such committees
called for the passing of all power to the L
Soviets, mainly due to the Bolsheviks having
a majority at the conference.

The existence of t:he factory committee
movement raised important questions about
the running of the economy in the
post-October period. The first of these was
whether or not the factory committees could
assume “ownership” of their places of work.
The Bolshevik conception qas quite clearly
that Soviet power did not involve actual
expropriation of the bourgeoisie. They did
not propose any sweeping measures of
confiscation. t

The Bolsheviks envisaged a controlled or
directed capitalism, “state capitalism” in
Lenin's words, arrived at by such measures
as the nationalisation of credit. However,
this strategy collapsed rapidly even before
the introduction of “war communism”. In

others they were summarily deposed
many places the employers simply fled, in

Repeated Soviet decrees stating the deed foil:
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went unheeded. The Bolsheviks could do
little to curb this movement. '

not to take over the factories was the wider
problem of what the basis was to be for
assessing and implementing economic
objectives, and what role the factory
committees were to play in these processes.

The Bolshevik solution to the problem
involved the effective subordination of the
organs of working-class power to officials
appointed by the state. On November 14th
VTsl K passed a decree on workers control
which laid down what the factory
committees could and could not do. Factory
committees were to remain in control of
their individual enterprises, but were to be
ultimately under the control of the
“All-Russian Council of Workers Control“,
which was itself dominated by
representatives of the Trades Unions. (The
general relation of the factory committees
to the Trades Unions is by no means clear,
but the fimmittees do seem to have been at

-1:l1is stage the more authentic rank and file
movement.) Moreover, ‘in all enterprises of
state importance’ (A phrase which could
mean anything) all factory representatives
were to be ‘answerable to the State for the
maintenance of the strictest order and
discipline and for the protection of property‘

Following the passing of the decree a
projected All-Russian Congress of Factory
Committees was prevented from meeting.
Eventually, on December 5th 1917, a further‘
step was taken with the creation of the
Supreme Economic Council (Vesenka),
empowered to work out ‘a plan for the
organisation of the economic life of the
country and the financial resources of the
government’. A few members of the
All-Russian Council of Workers Control,
now subordinate to Vesenka, did sit on this
new body, but they were outnumbered by
representatives of the Commissariats and by
specialists appointed by the government.

workers.

octalzst hlSl‘0l'l

students began tt but when it developed they dtd not have
the numbers or the ability to fight as hard as these young

The Hungarian Revolution of 1 95 6 was a watershed in Ci COMMUNIST_
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“The young workers were the power of the revolution. The
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In the space of a few months, therefore,
the skeleton of a planning system was
erected which gave exceedingly little scope
to the initiative and involvement of the
working class through its factory
organisation. Decisions about economic
priorities were to be increasingly taken by
state departments connected with the
working class neither through the Soviets nor
through any separate organisation based on
the factory committees. It was not long
before thecombination of undemocratic
centralisation of control, civil war, increased
economic chaos and demoralisation began
to threaten even those rights in plant
organisation which the factory committees
had fought for and won. (Some latter-day
Leninists point to the economic chaos as an
example of how badly the committees fared
without central control. How they could
develop more-than “parochial” interests
when they were repeatedly being cut off

It

the ability to recognise that the class came
above the individual factory, and the desire
to be involved in the formulation of class
wide objectives. From the first day the
Bolsheviks opposed rather than encouraged
this ability and desire.

We can see, l hope, that there are, at
least, cases to be further investigated with
regards to the ability of the Russian masses
to sustain involvement in the revolutionary
process. Although the Bolshevikscontributed
to the circumstances where such activity
and involvement could flourish, they failed
to fight for it, and eventually actively
hindered ‘it. What's more, still other features
of the Russian Revolution could be
considered in this_light,were it not for lack
of space. t

The experience of Kronstadt is a well

_ I , . . . . _ . , , i,_.

PARTRIDGE SHOOT: Red Army soldiersmassacre the sailors and inhabitants of the Kronstadt
garrison. Throughout the firing the huge gun emplacements of the garrison remained facing out to

out re-elections for their Soviet: Trotsky said in his ultimatum to them ‘We will s oot you down like
sea, guarding against the possibility of White attack. The people of Kronstadt hadRinsisted on carrying

partridges'.

from centralised organisation is generally
left unexplained.)

Lenin's Immediate Tasksof the Soviet
Government gives, as early as April 1918, an
indication of how the Bolsheviks intended to
cope with the problems. Among the measures
he proposed were the introduction of
piece-work, “Taylorian" systems of work
organisation, a card system for registering
the productivity of each worker, productivity
bonuses and stricter discipline. He wrote
"Unquestioning submission to a single will
is absolutely necessary for the success of
labour processes that are based on large-sca/e
machine industry. . . today the Revolution
demands, in the interests of socialism, that
the masses unquestioningly obey the single
will of the leaders of the labour process.”

The working class had been given no
opportunity to express itself on these
matters through the Soviets. Where it did
express itself, through the factory
committees, and later, to a certain extent,
through the Trade Unions, it showed both

‘F _ .

Libertarian Communist is the
paper of the Libertarian
Communist Group (formerly
the Anarchist Workers
Association). It will be coming
outevery two months, contains
12 pages and is priced at 15p.

The paper contains news,
analysis, letters and reviews. In
addition to articles of a
theoretical and analytical
nature—necessary to counteract
the lack of attention that some
libertarians in Britain have paid
to theory in the past—the paper
also has an agitational function,
and will fight to develop and
extend the class struggle.
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laying the basis for libertarian  
class-struggle politics.
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Kollanvtal lV/'rago—£2.50)
Besides the main story, ‘Love of
Worker Bees’ the book also contains
two shbrt stories. ‘Three Generations’
and ‘Sisters’. Although all three deal
with the idea of love, none of them
are just ‘love stories’. Rather they
are concerned with women coming
to terms with their emotions and
their political beliefs, and the
conflict between the two.

The first chapter of ‘Love of
Worker Bees’ presents to us a woman
Vasilisa, who is a dedicated political
worker, with her roots on the
factory floor, deeply involved with
her comrades. She sees revolutionary
ideas in practical terms and works
hard to bring them into being (e.g.
her work with the collective house).
She is a populat speaker and valued
Party member because of her affinity
with her fellow-workers and their
problems. When she starts living
with Vladimir, a new situation arises
as her personalllfe interferes with her
political life. For me this is an
impgrtaht part Qf the book, dealing

with the problems faced by women
activists in a male-dominated
society. Despite revolutionary ideals,
women are still expected to see to
the domestic tasks.

"One day on her way to a
meeting, she realised though is abou t
resolu tions and policies were
becoming jumbled up in her mind
with preoccupa tion_s about millet
gruel. What on earth could she give
Volodya to eat?” (p.62)

The middle part of the book is
less satisfactory, because Vasilisa
seems to become blind Vladimir’s
obvious political faults and sexist
behaviour. ls it possible that her
love for him would really made her
so unsure of herself and so ready to
believe him? It is a relief to turn to
the end of the book and ind an
eridi-lg which is satisfactory both
emotionally and pOlitiC3il’y'.

Once Vasilisa has come to terms
with her feelings for Vladimir and is
able to put them into their proper
relationship to her deeper political.
beliefs there is no longer any problem
and she is able to go on to express
deeper feelings towards Vladimir’s

V
iv  

'°“ll
Lita my

Capitalism is a class society.
The b a s i c irreconcilable

force capable of replacing capitalism
by a classless society. The existing

conventions. Olga is not so certain people-
and has to struggle to resolve the In all three stories the women
conflicts between her emotions, her 00ml-1‘ ‘E0 have 5'EF0['l9 Ulidersiandlflg
physical desires and her political for and relationships Wlih Qthei
views. Unlike her mother Maria, she woman. partly through than Shared S
does not think one can have only one PDDI'95$_i0"- This i§ Porilci-l|aT|Y 56'9"

in the first and third stories where
the wives feel sympathy for their
usurpers. This portrayal of women
and the deep understanding of their
problems in relation to politics makes
this book very relevant to women
(and men) today. All the stories are
simply and clearly written and can
be read and appreciated by anyone
whether they have a knowledge of
the political background or not, as it
is the conflict the women feel which

great love to whom one should give
complete loyalty. Her daughter
Zhenya takes these views further-—
she sees nothing wrong with having
brief relationships with men whilst
committing her real feelings to
fighting for the revolution. Politics
are more important to her than love

ln ‘Sisters’ the woman has a
similar problem to Vasilisa in that is important.

M.B.

“The Tale ofAle” issued by Free
Reed Records, Duffield, Derby.
Social reformers have always had a
powerful interest in booze. Either
celebratory lof beer, that is) viz
Orwell and Cobbett or downright
teetotal, as were, significantly, the
founders of the SPGB and the
CPGB. Your present reviewer is a
member of the Campaign for Real
Ale and proud of it.

The production and distribution
of beer is in many respects the
story of the enflre capitalist
system in microcosm.

What began as a product highly
:oca.iseo in production in the
Medieval age is today
exemplified by what CAM RA calls
“Euro-Fizz”, tasteless gaseous
chemistry, the same from Florence
to Fulham, Malta to Manchester. A
sterile liquid sweeping across
Europe in tanker-loads.

The hey day of brewing was
probably between 1800 and 1939, ;
when most of the firms whose names l

airbeds, were founded

lifestyle and politics too different
Love of Worker Bees: Alexandra mistress and to her own child. from hbr views. She finally leaves

Similarly, in ‘Three Generations’ him when he brings home a prostitute
the three women are all trying to with whom she talks and realises
work out the place of love within how much they have in common.
revolution. Maria sees is as She is disgusted by her ‘revolutionary’
overriding everything:"one should husband's treatment of this woman
follow the dictates of the heart and of herself—using them for his
regardless of other pepple or social own needs, not considering them as

make beer along with car parts or

flourished. lt is all too easy for
radicals fo go all pink andromantic
over the mere mention of the past
-I;-one wonders how workers in the
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Edeyievvs
whilst her love for_her husband great Victorian breweries fa;-er;_~1_ concerned with the quality of life. It
¢0ntlnl-‘E-'5» She be9'"5 to find h'5 Th brew'n ’ndu tr h n is r ble th t R IAI ' ite IQI sy as ow agua a ea e|s,que

“beerage”.

pissed.‘

and

Against this sort of background,
working-class temperance can be
easily understood, and the brutal
reality of alcohol is still a threat to
socialism as witness the conditions
of large sections of the working
class in areas like Scotland today.
As the 7:84 Theatre Company said
in their production “Out of our
Heads”, ‘Look at him, he drinks
because he can't change things and
he can't change things because he's

Despite the ‘rationalisation’ of
brewing by the megakeg kings, Real
Ale, that is, beer cask conditioned in
the container and served by
traditional methods without using
CO2 is coming back and the
Campaign for Real Ale is regarded as -
one of the mose successful modern
‘protest’ movements. A more
considered view of the Campaign will
have to await the social historian, but
libertarians should, I think, be
active in CAM RA because essentially

become thoroughly capitalist, apart from other considerations,
divorced from its local roots. Indeed, healthier than the products of
it is alleged today that some of the Grotney‘s or Twitbread’s.
quaint brewing companies, who Above all, CAMRA shows that
survived Slaterisation of merger in Big Business can, given sound
the 19605, are financial supporters of organisation, be beaten soundly by a
the lunatic Right. Historically, the
capitalist brewers have always had
massive political interests; not for
nothing did Victorian and
Edwardian socialists protest against
what they bitterly referred to as the

grass roots movement, albeit in this
case by a very middle class one.

The new double LP from Free
Reed Records seeks to celebrate Real
Ale. The 50 tracks feature
well-known actors such as William
Rushton and folk musicians like
Robin and Barry Dransfield. The LP
is far from a failure, but overall lacks
life and cohesion. lt might have
been better if the producers had
been more selective in the items and
issued a single LP.

However, it vividly illustrates the
love affair of the average drinker
with wholesome beer. Real beer is a
heritage to be defended. Defend it.
Ian S. Sutherland.

l ____

‘ I Incr ical
l‘m surprised that the last issue of
Anarchist Worker had some uncritical
references to the Mandel 4th International
resolutions on Socialist Democracy.

C.M. says it is encouraging that the
United Secretariat rejects substitutionism
and bureaucracy and accepts Mandel’s
good faith.

The USFl’s theses do not lay the basis
for such work. They don't explain how

1 democracy works, as they suggest it
l should, in geographical areas. Such

geographical democracy is imprecise.
1 Libertgrian Communists should argue for

co-ordinated democracy bornin struggles
in living communities, at work, in factories
and in streets or small areas.

This develops a second point: the
USFI Theses merely assert that Lenin's
measures in “State and RevoIution" are
correct. They do not explain how
socialist democracy was practised and
what problems it faced. They therefore
ignore the difficulties of co-ordinating, as
opposed to bureaucratically planning and
destroying workers control and
management.

Underlying these criticisms one can
see that the USFl’s method is idealistic,
they tend to argue what they want,
rather than how class struggles can be
advanced in historical situations. lt
follows that their land our) practice will
not consciously resolve these
contradictions, unless their politics is
criticised and re-evaluated.

t0daV hang on 35 ’f"Ql"lT n3m95’ for WE‘RE ALL MATES TOGETHER! But in the hearty world of Real Ale, class lines can -|- Z |_ C G yorkshire
conglomerates, who ]USt happen to get a tiny bit blurred. Photo John Sturrocl<"(Fi’eport) ' ' ' ' ' '
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contradiction withinit is between
the class which owns and controls
the means of production,
distribution and exchange, the
bourgeoisie, and the class who
produce the agricultural and
industrial wealth, the working class.
3 The social enslavement and

exploitation of the working class
forms the basis up on which modern
capitalism stands, without which
capitalism could not exist.
4 The state is the instrument of the

ruling class. To destroy the
power of the bourgesie, we must
destroy the power of the state.
5 Russia and China are class

societies in each of which a ruling
class of administrators collectively
owns and controls the means of
production, distribution and
exchange, and in which a working
class, the sole producer of all
wealth, is exploited by that class.
These states we define as corporate
state capitalist tin that the ruling
class is totally integrated with the
state, as is the trade union structure.
6 The class nature of society is

reflected in all the dominant
philosophies: class, race, sexual,
social and personal relationships.
The class relationships are expressed
through all social relationships and
generate attitudes such as sexism and
racism.
T The conflict of interests between

the two classes generates the
class struggle. In the history of
society, the class struggle has been
the primary factor in the
determination of the form and
structure of society.
8 The day to day struggles of the

working class reflect the class
struggle. The position of the working
class as the collective producer of
society‘s wealth makes it the only

defensive organisations thrown up by
the working class, such as trade
unions, whose bureaucracy is
increasingly incorporated into
capitalism, are not adequate for the
smashing of the capitalist system,
and the building of a free, classless
society. However, the working class
rank and file organisations such as
democratically controlled shop
steward committees, factory
committees, strike committees, are
developing through the place of
wofrk. These -organisations are the
forerunners of workers councils,
which are the expression of working
class power. Outside of work, the
working class has developed other
forms of organisation that are class struggle.
potentially revolutionary, such ‘as 2 The AWA aims to offer a lead -
tenants action committees, rent within the working class
s t r 1 k e committees, ‘and movement by example and
tenant-worker Jomt a c t 1 o n explanation: and to build into the
committees. _ movement a high level of political
9 Dual power exists before the consciousness so that it is capable

power of the bourgeoisie is of defeating capitalism and fighting
smashed. If the working class are the creation of a new ruling class.
successful, then the organisation of Fundamental to this is the
the needs of society will be firmly contradiction between t h e
based U1 working ciass hands. This 1s organisation as a tendency within
the collective working class 1n power, the class and its being in ideological
111 which the working class destroys advance of it. This contradiction
all I“E*II1I'1fl1‘I_f-5 Bf bvurgoois society. can only be resolved with the
such as rac1a1 hatred, the famlly and establishment of a libertarian
tuerarchies. This IS the period of__ communist society. During the
transition betuieen capitalism and period of transition, the potential
libertarian communism._ basis for the emergence of a new
10 Fffiffi D1-11' &flal}‘s1s we reach the ruling class is progressively removed

Lne'ntable- conclusion that_ _ _ so that the need for a separately
capitalism cannot be reformed in any organised Libertarianism will
fundamental way and that the only_ _ _ decrease. .
rneaningfultransformationofsociety 3 The AWA seeks to develop and
15 through the development of_ _ * support working c 1 a s s
working class organisations and bl-' organisations which are the
means of a violent soc.-1a1 re-volu ' *1i no . forerunners of workers councils and
Violence becomes inevitable for the to develop in them revolutionary '
working class to defend themselves consciousness. The AWA does not '
against the onslaughts of the seek independent power for itself

The rolti of the AWA

1 The task of the AWA is to aid the
preparation of the working class

for their seizure of power. The
establishment of an anarchist society
is something that has to be
consciously fought for by the
working class. The AWA is a
conscious organised expression of
libertarian communist ideas.
Through the shared experience,
information and knowledge of the
class struggle, AWA must. be able to
analyse and disseminate the nature
of the problems facing the working
class and apply these lessons in the

As
Conference in London 31 August —
1 September 1974.

W F a:-.
7fll\§ W """/%'//l

but seeks to work through the
working class organisations.
4 The AWA seeks to establish

inte rnationallinkswith
libertarian revolutionary
organisations and m-cups with an
aim of establishing an international
libertarian communist movement.
5 The AWA seeks to combat

attitudes of sexism, racism and
national chauvinism as attitudes that
help maintain class society.

The form our organisation takes
is a realisation of libertarian
perspectives in the current
situation. We recognise that it is
not a social model of a free
society and must itself develop
in interaction w i t h t h e
developing liberation of society.
[1] We are a membership
organisation.
[2] Membership is open to those
who agree with our analysis of
society and its transformation,
and who work towards this end.
[3] The main policy making
body will be the National
Conference. Between National
Conferences there will be held
bi-monthly D e l c g a t e
Conferences to co-ordinate and
carry out National Conference
decisions, to decide interim
policy and to initiate activity,
Delegates are mandatable and
rotated. Delegate Conference
decision can be revoked by
National Conference.
[4] We seek to establish AWA
groups in all areas, not only
geographical but also industrial,
educational, etc. . Groups
interpret National and Delegate
Conference decisions to relate
tactics to their local experience.

""7/llii \\rra;_ iii
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The stormy events in Italy over
the last few months had their
roots in developments some 20
years before. Libertarian
Communist reports in depth:

The economic boom in the late
50s-early 60s was explained by the
abundance of labour and the level of
wages clearly lower than that of,other layer. European mentality. They composed,
industrial countries. '

The boom led to better living
standards for ltalian workiers but
accentuated sectional and 3 i
geographical inequalities. i

lt was not accompanied, however,
by technological modernisation, nor
by adequate development of housing,
transport, health, schools, etc. for
millions of migrant workers from the
South.

At the end of the sixties the first
difficulties were seen with the May
revolt of students and workers in
1969, and then the first effects of the
economic crisis.

The international events leading
to the devaluation of the dollar, and
the rise in prices of raw materials
caused a state of crisis that was very
serious for the fragile ltalian system.

The ‘Christian-Democrat
government showed itself incapable
of dealing with the crisis.
Christian-Democracy was revealed as
an unstable federation of many
currents-—some openly rightwing
some prepared to make deals with
the left and the socialists.

Christian-Democracy is in fact a
coalition of class interests (industrial
and agrarian bourgeoisie,
techno-bureaucrats of the private and
public sector, petty-bourgeoisie, and
managerial and supervisory strata)
and of centres of power of clans and
individuals, frequently antagonistic.
This led to the powerlessness of the
party.

tors
Since the 2nd World War, the

principal actors on the ltalian politic
have been the CD and the
Communist Party, the first in the
government and the second as the
opposition.

They run the system between
them, whilsrt maintaining
uninterruptedly the distinction
between government and opposition.

For example, the “workers
cooperatives” which only belong to
them by name, are one of the most

SINCE THE MILITARY COUP
D‘ETAT of June 1973 there has
been a khaki terror of
unprecedented intensity in Uruguay.

The case of Gerardo Gatti and
Leon Duarte are examples of this
repression and of the activities of the
international police.

Gatti is 46. He has three children
and was a member of the
Bookworkers Union. He was a
member of the secretariat of the
Confederacion Nacional de Trabajo
(CNT) the militant trade union
organisation or Uruguay.

He published Lucha Libertaria, '
Rojo y Negro (anarchist papers) and
the daily independent Epoca, and
was ‘a founder member of the
Uruguayan Anarchist Federation
(FAU). s

He was a founder of the ROE
(Worker-Student Resistance) a
libertarian communist combat
organisation set up in 1968.

In 1970 he was imprisoned for
publishing a book attacking the
military, and was tortured many
times. 7

He had to flee to Argentina in
1975. On June 10 1976 he was

developed sectors of the ltalian hunger and poverty at their back,
infrastructure. and before their eyes a fabulous

They are controlled, often jointly, mirage of a Fiat 500 for everyone.
by the Confederation of ltalian These workers brought with them
Cooperatives and the National their own characteristics, from an e
League of Cooperatives, closely tied ‘arabised‘ and peasant culture.
to the Christian-Democrats and the This produced a reaction on the
Communists. These associations have part of Northern workers with their
developed a very solid technocratic traditions of trade unionism and

fa
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These technocrats are also firmly through skills and wages, an
implanted in the regional and local “aristocracy of labour”, the electoral
administration, and in some cases are base of the PCI. The new proletariat
the same people (the same men are was marginalised by the parties and
in the local council of a town like unions. Marginalised, super-exploited,
Bologna and at the head of the and soon, as the crisis began to bite,
regional cooperatives. thrown on the dole, there was no

This is a result of a strategy choice but to radicalise or starve.
decided 30 years ago by Togliatti The Terroni le Deleletlve Term
(then leader of the Communist Party) referring ‘£0 50uIheI'nel'S) have been
as a way of getting power in a the main protagonists in the struggles
country in the American orbit. of the last few years.

In its historic compromise
between the ‘communists masses‘
and the ‘catholic masses‘ the PCI has
never been obstructive in its
parliamentary practice. The young migrants have

In a study by the politician S constituted the most militant nucleus
Gazzola on the role of the of the urban working class. This
Communist Party in parliament, it irruption of young workers has been
was shown that ‘nearly %s of answered with a partial and
legislation passed by parliament momentary recuperation of organs of
between 1948 and 1968 have had struggle of this period of working
the consent of the Communists’. class autonomy.

This ‘reasonable opposition‘, this The factory councils created by
moderating role in relation to its the movement have been
working class electorate, has been institutionalised by the union
commented on by Petrazza in the bureaucracies, as useless instruments
M0099 Eeonemleev Organ 01° The of consultation and manipulation of
Lombardy Employers Association. the rank and fi|e_

“One eennnt define The Pcl es en However a recent meeting (Easter)
enll'eePlTell$t $Y5ten1 Peril/"beeeuee of factory councils in Milan, showed
ln l'eelllY the Selne Pel"¢Y l5 One Of that this period of recuperation is
the pillars holding up the regime". over. Delegates from 300 councils

This long march has been protested against the exclusion of Demonstration of workers from Leyland'slrmeeentiPlen1- The siege"
rewarded with power in the various demands from the threshold AN ALTERNATNE PR°DucT_'“i"°'s fl“ L“°°’ “'°"“°" °“'“p°i9"
municipalities. agreement between the union

The PCI, conscious of its role as bureaucrats and the bosses. i  
an arbiter of ‘ordered’ development, ln the last fewyears, the Terroni
of its reforming rationalisation, is movement has constituted itself -
putting itself forward more clearly outside the parties, including those of
as a controller of power. the extreme ieftl, and the unien The less obtuse Leninists, and the those present who were outside the

The recent events show that in structures, and has begun to reply to most active. ere leevlng the" $eel$-
effect it is the last bastion against the armed wing of capitalism (200 inoperative organisations (Lotta ‘Rosso‘_acts as the paper of t
attacks on the system, people on the revolutionary left have Continua, Avanguardia Operaia, ‘Autonomia Operaia and praises the

The boom of the iete 5()e-ee|-|y been murdered sinee 1968), PDUP, Manifesto) and entering the activity of the terrorise groups, the
60s was explained by the abundance These two phenomena (autonomy autonomous movement. Red Brigades and_the Armed
at available manual labour, of the class and radicalisation of These leftists have regrouped A Preleterlen l\luC|el- _ _ _ t _

This peel at laheur was struggle) have provoked a crisis in the around a Milanese paper ‘Rosso'. '-For It has often been criticised for its
eeneentratad in the south, extreme left. All declared intention a time there was a similar paper in l<en"ill<eZe ‘£-'=1e'EIC$-

Capitalism put into motion a of constructing a “great workers Rome, but this broke up and the However the movement of
movement of agricultural workers to party” have been resented by Leninists regrouped themselves ln ‘A“l°l'l°mle Operele eel? be Seen es
the north to work in industry. revolutionary workers in the factory Three leeel Seetei Defeelllng On the eql-lellY The’! el menV nelghbetl-"'h9°d

A mass of men, women and councils and autonomous factory eentfel meetings el leel0TV end enfll leel0FV eyelnmllteefi In Fl0Fn_e.
children passed from the Middle committees, who see this as nelghheufheed e0IT\lTli’£’Eee'$ With Mlle"-» Belegne-I end Neleleei eelllng
Ages to the 20th century, with undermining the mess mQVgment_ their quarrels, a sordid spectacle for themselves ‘Autonomia Operaia‘—or

i
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Generals have set about dismantling
many institutions

The number of university students
has dropped steadily. Teachers have
been purged in hundreds. The
University Students Union has been
banned. All important academic
posts are held by direct appointees
of the dictatorship. V

The El Galpon theatre, to take one
example, has been forced to close. 38
opposition newspapers and
periodicals have been shut down, and A

worker Gilberto Coghlan, has been the same goes for the film studios.
tortured to death in December 1973. The majority of the country ‘s

Leon Duarte has also disappeared most famous artists, writers, and
under similar circumstances. He was journalists are in exile.
general secretary of the militant
rubber workers union, and was a
founder of the CNT and the ROE. He

arrested and has since disappeared
In other words he is in the hands

of the Uruguayan police in Buenos
Aires.

One of his friends was contacted
by the police, who proposed that he
act as an intermediary with the
unions and solidarity committees in
Europe, to establish negotiationsfor
a ransom for his life.

He is in great danger as already
another member of ROE, the
libertarian communist chemical

5

fled tn Argentina in 1975 The re are over 6,000 political Committee for Human Rights in Aregentina picket of Greenwood Conference Theatre
Please send Matte rs of protest to prisoners in Uruguay meaning that film showing of potential investment in Argentina. Photo Derek Spiers NFL)

General Harguindeguy, Minister of one in every 500 of the population is to straddle an iron bar that cuts into resolutions passed in your union
the Interior of the Argentine _ in jail, the highest proportion in the the groin) resistance continues. branch or organisation, condemning
Republic (world. The CNT still organises the violation of civil rights in

. One in every 70 people has been underground, bringing out UrugUeV- Send e CODY Te 3"-
in jail at one time or the other, or is clandestine publications. Presidente de la Republica del
likely to have been mistreated under * Ulugl-leY Dr Apellele M90992» C353

In Uruguay itself the situation is the regime. 300,000 have fled into 1 de GQb_lel‘n0. P23 lndependenelei
SeVe|.e_ exi|e_ Montivideo, Uruguay, and a copy to

The CNT is now illegal and Despite the incredible repression, It is essential that the campaign of the Committee for Human Rights in
hundreds of trade unionists have been and the hideous tortures that lnlelnellonel $°lldelllV ls Uruguay. l Cambridge Telleeei
arrested tortured and imprisoned. A militants have to suffer (like the 5lFengllle"e¢l- l-enden NW1 4~ll- who else Welwme

In 4 years of dictatorship the Sawhorse—where the victim is forced Pleefie help OUT bV gelllng contributions.
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in this country. Photo Chris Davies (Report)

of many multiple ideology groups
with the same ‘name, or to individuals
who have refused all ideological
name (ex-anarchists as well as
ex-Leninists) ’Autonomia Operaia’
and working class autonomy are thus
seen in a very complex and
sometimes contradictory manner,
with ‘Rosso' and others seeing the
new movement as a base for a new
party.

Other groups involved in the
events of the summer were
1. ‘Metropolitan Indians’ ideological
heirs of the Dutch Provos and the

1-

Denial Qfi basic civil liberties and industrial action. They are not counted as
repression of black self-organisation
are well-known features of life
under the apartheid regime of
South Africa.

Recently we have seen the death
in detention of leading militant
Steve Biko, the banning of the black
newspaper The World and the
suppression of numerous black
organisations including the South
African Students Organisation, the
Black Peoples Convention and the
Black Womens Convention.

Such brutal tyranny is part and parcel
of a society which ranks as one of the
most thorough systems of capitalist
exploitation in the world today.

In metropolitan countries, such as
our own, theworking class, though
alienated from control over production
and so over all the decisions which
affect its future, has nevertheless on the
one hand a tradition of independent
organisation and on the other a history of
having been partially won to acceptance
of capitalism by a combination of
ideological, institutional and material
bonds. Under apartheid there is no such
pretence at incorporation, at least as far as
the African workers are concerned

Social organisation is efirywhere geared
to-lthe _g;i.o§.t.e2<,tr,eme exp.Ioitation of the
African workers. African workers are
excluded from the machinery of the
‘Industrial Conciliation Act’, which governs
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on the banner-—it reads “AGAINST REDUNDANClES= FOR

American Yiifiaies, who dress up in
Red Indian and clown costumes and
use ironic and derisive slogans against
the Communist Party and the bosses
‘More work, less pay’ ‘long live
sacrifice’ etc.
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4. The ’autoriduttori’ who mobilised political OOndltiOn$ ete neee$5etV~ - The Plfeetiee Oi the FCA lBOlOghe
around taking goods out of
supermarkets en masse and

I
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Utnfserrrnaftiotnfl
the constitution of a government of and the region of Modena,
democratic unity is becoming urgent‘. manufacturing centre of Fiat

dietripoting them in the streets, end Earlier the Party had said ‘When tractors) builds around the paper
in printing their own bus, tube, film armed bends having nothing to do ‘Communismo Libertario’1based on

with the student movement devastate, many active militants in autonomousand theatre tickets, and electricity
bills, and reducing prices through
working class action.

The reforms that hed opened the protect and to repress‘, FCA militants often play a role of

sack and murder, the duty of the committees of university and
democratic forces of order is to workplace (Fiat, foundries). The

universities after 53 to working eieee The revolutionary left itself vanguard, in practice, and not in a
and peasant youth were seen as a way suffered severe convulsions. Leninist manner, and will be a
of hiding unemployment. ‘Lotta Continua arrived at Piazza rallying point for the creation of a

when some of these reforms were Esedra in disarray, without an national libertarian communist
attacked in late 1976 by the organised plan. The dissolution of organisation, which is one of their
edooetion authorities, this opened up the movement took place Monday expressed intentions.
e new Wave of protest during a meeting at a student Iln Rome, the situation is different

assembly hall, where critiques and The contradictions between the
I

‘Block’ systems of degree
programmes would shorten the time _ autocritiques werepresentedin an base organisationand the ‘specific
at universilty to 2 yearsarid throwe S I s atmosphere of mountingconrfiusion, political organisation led tothe
many outiintlo unemployment (there, I irwithout their..;arriviIng at anyclear I seI1fsédissolutionofthe Federazione
isno dole inltasly) or the lowest paid Polarisation o)f.positions,. without I Communista Libertario (FCL)in
jobs. I -7 S . rtheiiribeing able to clearly decide 1973, into the autonomous

When fascists attacked students at who were the good students and who committees.
Rome University in answer to the
protests, 3000 retaliated by
beseiging the fascist h.q.

Two days later, the students
occupied Rome University. The
police surrounded the campus for
2 weeks, but failed to stop the
occupation.

On February 17, 2,000
Communists and union bureaucrats
led by youth leader Luciano Lama
demonstrated on campus against the
student ’provocateurs’.

They were driven out by 2,000
autonomia armed with iron bars and
molotov cocktails.

This set off a movement
throughout the country. All the
groups of revolutionaries united
against cutbacks in housing, I
transport, in industry and in
education.

100,000 demonstrated in the rain
on March 12in Bologna against the
killing of a Lotta Continue militant
by the police.

100,000 militants were involved
in Bologna, Rome, Turin and the
south in street battles against the
police and army. Barricades went up
everywhere.

were the bad’ Declaring that all political
(L ‘Europeo, 3/25/77) ideologies led to more divisions in a

While the left wing of Lotta class already divided, the militants of
Continua (who stand with one foot the ex-FCL refused all labels, no
in traditional Leninism and one in longer calling themselves libertarian
self-managed socialism) were faced communists or anarchists.
with a movement that had refused However they are still regarded as
the organisational leadership of the Sueh by Lehinists in the Committees
revolutionary left, the right wing and by those militants in the
denounced the autonomists as committees who have left the rotting

S provocateurs. itraditional anarchist movement and
i -What aboutithe libertarian who work closely with them.
communists?
' In Milan, they are active in factory l I
councils and autonomous factory
committees. As the factory councils
have been re-radicalised, it is possible The Struggle in Italy is continuing
to find the same individuals in the 2 With gteetet end gteetet lhten5itV-
structures at the same time. There l"lOWeVer in Order t0 inereefie it$
appears to be a total absence in the effectiveness and chance of success,
new student movement, as in the the Struggle must he Widened-
womens groups, ecological groups l-etge $eetiOn$ Ot emeleved
ete_ workers have remained outside the

In Bologna, the Federazione strL_iI,ggle. end these need tO he
Communista Anarchici (FCA) acts as hfetight intO the tel/OlUtiOnetY
an internal vanguard Qf the mags movement IO DTOGCIBH ITS R1855 D858
movement, as much theoretical as Althddgh the St"-lggle hes
practical, s affected the south to a greater

Comrades have '|iberated' a ha|i extent than before, much work needs
in the centre of town, which serves tO he dene eh'lOng the l3OOl' Peeeentfi.
as a meeting place fer many agricultural workers and the poor of
autonomous committees of town and the tOWn5-
university, The mass movement has to reach

This position of ‘specific’: maturity. This means greater unity
2_ The revoiutionery groups of I organisation in the depth of a very end Ol'geni$etiOn et e teg.iOnel end
feministsand gay liberationists. The Cemmunist Party replied te radicaliséd movement will definitely netienel le\/el- lt Fneene en end tO the
3. The ‘criminal’ elements who have this With eh ettlele in Unite On heile its Pl'°hleh'l5- ia"ii'P°liiiC5i’i°i some of its
peeome revoiotionerm iower middie Sunday March 20th: The manner in which these eOnnlOOnent$. end the dteWing l-ID Oi e
eieee oierke end shop Worker-5 who ‘The recent battles were pt-cat of multiple contradictions are (or are DOlitieel Ptdgtemlhe thet een he
have ioet their iop eeoorityr a ‘new strategy of tension’ directed net) Overeeme Will have etleetl‘felV l-l$ed tO entnhet
onempioyed end nevenempioyed against the country's democratic extraordinary lessons for the eeDitelI$l'n- A Ptegtemme deeided
ggrig end daughters of Southern institutions. To combat these 1 international libertarian communist den'lOetetieellY thtOUgh the Fne$$
immigrente subversive manoeuvres, adequate i movement. organs of struggle.

employees and are not allowed to join a
registered trade union. They are supposedly
‘represented’ by the white trades union
officials who sit on negotiating bodies.
Their wages are set almost inevitably at
subsistence level.

Black workers are housed away from
the white settlements in townships which
amount to little more than poorly
equipped labour camps. Should they
become unemployed they risk
transportation to the ‘Bantustans‘, barren
reserves where they are expected to scratch
out a subsistence living from the infertile
and overcrowded land, costing the
government as little as possible in terms of
aid. Africans are not trained to occupy
jobs superior to those of whites. They are
subject not only to segregation, but also to
constant and humiliating surveillance.

The bannings, imprisonments, murder
and the rest are the inevitable political
superstructure of this system.

Africans who engage despite all this
in political and industrial struggle face
daunting consequences. In the factories
the police openly collude with the
employers to break strikes. They have
set dogs on crowds of workers, black
union organisers and have been continually
harassed and meetings and demonstrations
have been violently dispersed. Strikers
have often been summarily dismissed and
blacklisted by other employers. This
happened in last year's strike by workers
at Britain‘: Pilkington Glass group. This
strike also produced the curious scene in
which two union men who had been
standing outside a factory gate were
charged with ‘riotous assembly‘.

British companies like Pilkingtons
are substantially involved in South Africa.

They do not merely trade with I
apartheid. They do not merely invest in its
mines and manufactures. In many cases
they are the direct exploiters of African
labour. They are apartheid!

No wonder then that the resolutions
to the UN Security Council, which
proposed a total arms embargo on South
Africa, an end to atomic cooperation and
action to restrict trade and investment,
were vetoed by the British representatives.

Workers in Britain have a clear choice
in relation to apartheid. On the one hand
we can support our employers in their
shameful exploitation and oppression of
the African working class. On the other
hand we can oppose them, even though
5d¢ee5$lLll Oleleosition might entail them
trying to recoup their losses through
increased exploitation of ourselves.

Libertarian Communists have no
hesitation in choosing the latter course. We
should refuse to benefit from apartheid.
Our allegiance and our future lie not with
the capitalist class but with the solidarity
of workers throughout the world.

C .
Opposition to apartheid in the

British labour movement has for too long
remained on the level of polite lobbying
ofpoliticians and passing of pious
condemnations. As with any other issue
affecting its pocket, the employing class
will have to be hurt before it will budge.
There is no way forward in waiting till we
have persuaded them they ought not to
profit from pillage and murder. To the
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John Gaetsowe speaks at the conference on British Trades Unions and the Fight against
Apartheid. Photo Derek Spiers (/FL")
extent that the everyday life of industry have won the right to self-determination.
is bound up with apartheid we can break l.G.
that connection now through industrial
action.

The Anti-Apartheid Movement is
organising a campaign leading to a week of
action in March 1978 I it should be available from‘Th . . . I I .vars?‘ nan 1:; to be M~=-r-e- 89P C ‘"9 9 3 9 ah mater‘ 3 Street, London W1P ZDQ
associated with South Alliil-73' In the next issue of LlitiertarianBy supporting the campaign we can Commum-st we ho B t id I
make a be innin in th devel ent of - - p O Prov B 3 onger
active soligarity iivith the Afrigghnstruggle. gizintgiizxitliizn °n.aparthe‘d' to Sonia as an
Our ultimate objective must be the the week :1f""§.'" the “fi°°"‘ '°e‘=""e "Pete
permanent national blacking of all trade b ac ‘on and m 0"‘ effarts
with South Africa until the African people Wond that‘

Please take up the issue of the
Anti-Apartheid Campaign in your
union branch. Further information about

I.
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By the time you read these words
the firemen's strike may very well be
over. Even with the outcome still in
doubt in the bleak days before
Christmas valuable lessons can yet
be learnt by militants from the way
the action has so far gone.

An unemployed correspondent
for LIBERTARIAN COMMUNIST men around the braziers. Each striker
spent some time wandering around
the fire-stations of the capital talking
with the men on the picket-lines.
These are some of the important
issues that he felt had been raised, it mere impgrtant tg maintain their A warm smile from a fireman on the FBU demonstration. Photo Andrew Wiard (Report)

government friends in power than strengthened the firemen's resolve. the interests of the firemen with his The experience 0t n'lenV 5ttil<ing
lift a finger to safeguard the interests When, or even if, they went back, proposal for a public sector tltemeh hes teught them t0 Clietruet

By far the most important and
most widespread reaction amongst
the strikers in London was the total
loss of faith in their traditional
leaders, From the labour government
and the TUC hierarchy, down to the
local fire officers and union officials,
all had become the enemy to the

knew that Callaghan and Rees were
out to smash them so that other
workers’ claims could be held down
more easily that the TUC considered

of their members. - they would only work alongside FBII commission on wages when he'd the Fnen at the ten Oi the lebnuf
Most fire officers were clearly out members. . just blocked TUC financial aid to the movement. For some this could

and out scabs, whose action in s The positive response from the strikers? A natural cynicism thus mean the growth of El hardened
crossing the picket lines and aiding ’public’ passing the picket lines, the became general amongst firemen. antipolitical cynicism—a distrust of
the military strike breakers had * support from other workers, This could take some along a ’g0 it all solutions put to them by aspiring
turned what could have been a swift especially from those with whom the alone’ path, distrusting offers of help leaders. For others, the strength of
victory into a drawn out war of firemen worked--the ambulance from Ray Buckton of ASLEF as self their stand against the government
attrition. Many of their own union driver hospital worker and policeman, interested, and regarding the and the support given to them by
officials had to be carefully watched all helped extend the implications of ‘interference’ of left militants as other workers has stimulated a faith y
tee- Ohlv bi! keeping UP the pressure the strike outside the immediate cock-and-bull twaddle. Some, in their own self-activity.
on their representatives could the confines of the dispute. These other perhaps too enthusiastic, At the moment it is up to
men fell at all safe with the workers were suffering from the revolutionaries helped spark feelings revolutionaries to stress this positive
neg0tieti0n$ thet t_I'0m time t0 time same onslaught of wage ‘restraint’ as of not inconsiderable hostility at eepeet gt the Strike. Whatever its
were opened up with the government. they were. certain fire stations by blustering in eventual outcome, as not only the

S I‘ ar
From the start of the strike

amongst the full time firemen was
solid. The men expressed in action a
common identity built up through
years of hard and dangerous work.
The skill and determination of each
fireman were vital before the strike
in saving the lives of fire victims and
of fellow fire fighters alike. With
the strike, the same determination
was turned against Merlyn and the
slippery men at the top of the greasy
pole. Marches and pickets, the

to other fire stations—all such actions the GMWU, was sincerely considering

- 
 _

The Way the TV’ press and radig IOU much ad\/iCe_ lTlOS'lI E‘fTECtill/6 WHY Of safeguarding

presented the strike, although not as Quite often. however. where the We"l<l"g glass llvlhg Standards. but
slanderously as they have dealt with intervention of the left was less else the kernel Qt en Organisational
Qther sectigng Qf the wgrking glass in abrasive 0|’ where local circumstances till-i=iV 'i0l'W3l'd breaking the 5haCl<le5
conflict, certainly helped break any had nredueed H more nelitieellv "‘"I°°$eel hr an erehele trade Helen
trust the firemen might have had left C0l"lSCiOLlS militancy, striking firemen 5tl'UCtl-ll'e. and providing 3 reel
in the institutions of authority. eeme. quite netUl'ellV. t0 See an elielrleilve to e e°ll"~lPt and dYih9
Facts abgut the vastly increased alliance With other workers in the Labour PerliV- i '
devastation caused by fire since the l9lJt7JliC5eet0t-Wh05e Cntntnen enemli We must not set ourselves l-lp 35'
beginning of the strike seemed to be W35 the g°Vel'nmeht"-as being the ihenew leedelshlpr merely e more
absent from the media presentation. most Obvigl-I5 WHY t0tWel'd- Setne 50l't mllltani reflection ‘Eli filed out R
Repdrts of incidents were elearly Gt iOil'lt action, especially with health ilgl-ll'el'le3d5. but provlde
distorted. workers, but also with workers in eheeutegementr and Where l3e55ihle

NUPE and NALGQ whose Ciaims advice, to fellow workers engaged in,I We

I1 |

1964/5, assuming he was on average
earnings. Today he would lose nearly
a quarter. Millions have entered S
higher tax brackets without achieving
any advance in relative prosperity.
In fact real take home pay has been
sinking faster than real earnings!

In the second place, we see how:
taxation policies relate to the e
governments wider economic
strategy. Alongside increases in
taxation in real terms, income tax
has co me to constitute a
proportionately greater part of
government income. Yet at the same
time theservices we get in return for
this taxation have been violently
cut!’ No wonder the government
has flexibility in terms of its revenue,
especially when the concessions it
has given will probably be
compensated for by the effects of
fu rtherr inflation.

The tactic of tax “concessions” is
dediced on by the government
because of the particular features of
the balance ofclass forces. The
working class is putting up a very
uneven resistance to the
consequences of capitalist
restructuring. Its not just that some
workers are fighting and others
aren't. Our organisation and
combativity has in general shown
itself to be stronger on the wages
front than with regard to either cuts
or unemployment. The ruling class
has much better co-ordination. It is
able to transfer gains made in the

arena of taxation and government
expenditure right into the thick of
the battle on the wages front. I t

We are in a position where the *
employers refurbish the profitability
of industry by means which affect
our welfare, our security, our living
standards and our work-loads. It is a
process which reinforces rather than
removes social inequality. s

In the underdeveloped countries
the workers existiin even more
abject conditions, under the very
same employers.

The government is the capitalists
agent in all this work, and never gives
us a complete picture of what is
going on. Can our species gain for
itself the fruits of the earth only on
conditions of this abject helplessness
of the people who do the work?

Libertarian Communists believe I
that it is possible for us to develop a

were outstanding, even with postmen er en the l3fil’ll<_ Oi-_lTlllltent
with Whom firemen had not much s.elf-determination in the face of a

production of leaflets and Who could believe that Basnett, contact, seemed to manystrikers a Capitalist etteek ltleunted hi! their
broadsheets and physical assistance president of the TUC and leader of 1 sensible move to make. labout leaders-
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Cuts in W89!-1'5; fighting for inflation for everyone while capitalism lasts.
Dteei CleU5e$ in Wege egteeFnent5. 50 Neither do we say that the removal
that incomes rise automatically with of capitalism hinges on the
the eeet Oi living; tlghtlng tel e emergence of a mass movement
l"l3'lIiOl'lEll fl'lil'lil'TlUlTl WHQE OT 110 areund these pQsi'[iQns_

cover all adults. in er gut Oi Work. However, some time or other the
male er femele- working class in its fight for social

2) Fighting tetiuntlleneiee and emancipation will have to come to
uhemt>Ievmerlt= fighting fer e neliev terms with the adoption and
of work-sharing with he less ef implementation of some such general
income: fer eehtrel Of Operative social priorities, and the sooner we
levels, production speeds, hours start the better_
worked and work conditions by the E[)|T()|q|A|_ BQARD
shop floor; for all information to be
available to the workers.

3) Fighting the cuts in the social
wage: fighting for the refurbishing of
all services, a guaranteed level of
expenditure to beat inflation, and
extension of services by means of
public works; especially facilities for
abortion, child care, care of the aged
and handicapped, education

capacity t0 tun 0Ul'$elVe5 eeeettiling t0 facilities for minority racial groups.
a common and agreed assessment of I
needs and objectives, rather than via
the jungle morals of the market. We race: equal pay and job opportunities S
advocate a unified and democratic
planning of work and the
distribution of resources. We think
that the way for workers to enter nurseries; guaranteed job security for
upon such a project is by laying
down, right now, objectives for the
whole of the working class, and by
fighting for these objectives through
think and thin.

r gra
income: fighting for immediate l We don't claim that all the i Crifiinai Tresspass émrt for London E11. Te|.: U1-555 5243.

4) Fighting divisions of the
working class according to sex and

for all; an end to educational
discrimination; an end to the
immigration laws; 24 hour

18 weeks leave during pregnancy;
equal and autonomous rights for
women with regard to state benefits.

These could prove some of the
immediate tasks of a socialist
society. They also provide a basis
for supporting and understanding

The first arrest under the Criminal
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SHORTSIGHTED

ALL THE NEWS THAT DIDN'T FIT!

CASE
In June 1975 Longsight News, a
community paper in the Manchester
area, published an article drawing
attention to the case of a 14 year
old boy who had been mistreated
and illegally questioned by a P.C.
Kelly of Longsight Police Station.

It now looks as if the person who
wrote the article will be on trial for
libel sometime next year. g
Significantly the costs of the Police S
case will born by the Greater
Manchester Police Federation.

The case is important for a
number of reasons. It raises the whole
issue of the arrest and questioning
procedures used on minors. As they _
said in their original article. "This was
only one of many incidents
concerning young people and
children who are picked up by the
po/ice on suspicion of some minor
offence, or sometimes its more like a
pretence of suspicion, like the boy
who /it a fire and was taken away ‘on
suspicion of stealing fire/igh ters’
which in fact his mother had given
him, or the kids who climbed a roof
to recover a lost ball and were taken
away on suspicion of attempting to
break m.

, The legal position is this: POLICE
D0 NOT HA VEA RIGHT TO TAKE
ANYONE UNDER THE AGEOF 17
AWAY FOR OUESTIONING. THE
PARENTS HAVEA RIGHT TO BE
PRESENTAT THE QUEST/ON/NG.

Also, though its true that
community papers dont have much
which can be lost if they're done for
libel, it is the case that libel laws,
indeed the whole legal system,
operates against the working class in
struigle. For instance, Socialist
Wor er has had to cope with a
succession of libel cases, the latest of
which is being brought try George
Ward. They do have assets to lose,
and its a sure bet that George has
more money than they do! Also
rnany people who have, for instance,
been acquitted of minor offences like
obstruction, find themselves paying
substantial sums towards their costs.

Longsight News want ideas and
practical help. They can be s
contacted at:

t Longsight News Defence Group
I c/o 1-09 Oxford Rd

Manchester M1
Phone (061) 236 3112 or after
6pm (061) 224 6387.

L.C.
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WHITE SUPRE
THE RUN

s 200 Swiss citizens living in i
Rhodesia replied recently to a

s letter from the Swiss
consulate in South Africa
asking if they wanted
emergency airlift evacuation
if the situation worsens.

This represents a thirdof the
Swiss population in the
rapidly crumbling regime of
the white supremacists, who
are desperately trying to
avert the victory of the black
nationalist forces and the end
of 5 years of guerilla warfare.

‘A Swiss consulate spokesman in
Johannesburg said “It's just a
"routine survey."

—

NAB BENEFIT: Sunday 15th
January 5.30pm at the Roundhouse.
X-RAY SPEX + THE SADISTA
SISTERS + DEAD FINGERS
TALK. Tickets £1.50.

the many which emerge under L A k 1, .
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increases to compensate for previous objectives mentioned can be secured obstructing a bailiff.
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